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The Ten Mile River Watershed Planning Process 

In 2014, an active and engaged group of watershed municipalities, federal, state and regional agencies and  

conservation non-profits came together to form the Ten Mile River Collaborative (TMRC). This group has met regularly 

since then to discuss watershed management issues and look for opportunities to work together to achieve shared 

management goals. Municipal members of the TMRC formally resolved to support collaborative management of the 

Ten Mile, including the development of a Watershed Management Plan.  

The TMRC is the driving force behind this Watershed Plan document. TMRC members have collectively committed 

thousands of hours of effort to understanding the state of the Ten Mile River and its watershed, articulating a shared 

vision for its future, and identifying the steps we need to take to get there. The TMRC identified five key focus areas 

for management of the Ten Mile River watershed, which became the framework of this Watershed Plan: 

 Water Quality

 Outdoor Recreation Enhancement and Promotion 

 Climate Change Resilience and Stream Corridor Management 

 Natural Heritage

 Agriculture and Producer Support

Characterizing the Ten Mile River watershed 

The first step in the Watershed Plan development process was to gather existing research and planning relevant to 

watershed management, using the focus areas identified by the TMRC as a guide. The Housatonic Valley Association 

(HVA) with support from other TMRC members pulled together an inventory of over 200 references- things like water 

quality studies, town planning documents and natural resource inventories. HVA and the TMRC waded through this 

trove of relevant information to create a detailed summary, organized by focus area. 

Meanwhile, HVA staff were collecting new information about the state of the Ten Mile River and its watershed. HVA 

walked 25 stream miles in the watershed to look for restoration opportunities- places where the TMRC can work to 

reduce pollution and flood risk, restore habitat and enhance river access. 

The summary of existing research and planning and the results of HVA’s field investigations were combined as the Ten 

Mile River Watershed Existing Conditions Report (ECR). HVA circulated a draft of the ECR to the TMRC and other  

expert stakeholders, and incorporated the comments received into the document.  

Using the Ten Mile River Watershed Existing Conditions Report as a guide, the TMRC developed the Vision Statement 

for the Watershed and set goals that would help to actualize that vision. Once the Vision and Goals were established, 

the next step in the Watershed Planning process was to identify specific actions that the Ten Mile River Collaborative 

needs to take to achieve our shared vision for a healthy, resilient Ten Mile River watershed. Actions were generally 

organized as non-construction programs (actions like water quality monitoring and educating youth about the Ten 

Mile River) and construction projects (actions like planting trees along a stream or capturing polluted runoff from a 

parking lot to filter out pollution). 

The TMRC continues to meet regularly, and we are excited to see the implementation of this Plan. 

The following pages document TMRC meetings through sign-in sheets, meeting notes, and survey results.
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Ten Mile Roundtable 
January 28, 2016 

Amenia Town Hall 
 
1. Review of Ten Mile River management issues identified at the 9/30/2015 Roundtable. 
 

Tonia read through the list and asked the group if anyone had anything they wanted to add: 
 

• Linda French (Dover): Protecting the Ten Mile; same interests as others mentioned, 
including flooding caused when people remove vegetation to clear a view of the river. 

• Mike Jastremski (HVA): A lot of the same issues were identified by everyone; these are 
areas where we can work together. 

• Based on the issues we discussed in September, is there a way for people to transmit that 
information to others in their community (citizens, planning boards, officials, etc.)? We 
don’t yet have an effective methodology for this.  

o Pawling: Most municipalities have a conservation advisory board (CAB); that’s 
where this information should be going.  

o Some municipalities have heightened regulations for phosphorous, and now have 
MS4 officers in town. 

o Do all towns have CACs? State law enables you to create one, but it is not 
mandated. 

o Tonia (HVA): used to be a Conservation Advisory Council (CAC) Chair; the 
Town Board gave them issues to look into. They also brought in experts. 

o Carolyn (Cornell Coop Extension of Dutchess County): If communities are 
interested in learning more about CABs, CACs, the differences between them and 
the roles they play, etc., they are encouraged to attend the annual CAC roundtable 
(an opportunity for all CACs in Dutchess County to share goals, etc.). This will be 
on the last Wednesday in February. 

o Tonia: the difference between a CAC and a CAB is that a CAC is advisory 
ONLY; a CAB is a Board that has completed a natural resource inventory, and all 
applications for development must be passed from the Planning Board to the CAB 
for review.  To be a CAB you have to complete a natural resource inventory.  
Amenia has done that and is a CAB. 

o Who at the table has a CAC or CAB? Dover, Pawling, Northeast, Millbrook, 
Washington (weigh in when there’s a wetlands topic), Village of Millerton asked 
what to do if CAC is sketchy. 

o In some towns, the CAC sends an annual or semi-annual report to the Town 
Board. Would it be advisable for them to come to Town Board meetings? Vicki 
Doyle said she is the CAC Liaison from the Town Board and makes reports to the 
Board from their monthly meetings. 
 

                  Vicki (Amenia): there was an excellent presentation at the last Roundtable with   
                  examples from similar communities who solved real problems. (Carolyn and  

                         Mike Herzog will give an abbreviated version tonight).    
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2. Town Updates: Group discussion moderated by Tonia Shoumatoff (HVA) 
• Millerton: water pipes keep breaking 
• Amenia: composting operation in the southern part of town; the CAC is bringing info to 

the town board 
• Pawling: economic development, smart growth and planning; zoning changes in front of 

us now by a developer, plus two other sites on Route 22. Currently in the 4th round of 
changes for the developer. Senior housing units; always 100 acres of open space in part 
of the wetlands. Big issue is not having a subsurface disposal system which they have a 
right to build (developer is building a sewer line; taking effluence out of DEP watershed 
and sending it north). Looking at water quality and regulatory compliance. 

• Vicki: Amenia will be opening the old Amenia land fill to the public as a par. Education 
opportunities will arise; we want to communicate how Amenia’s wetlands provide such 
great ecological services and why they are so critical. The CAC has been interested in 
doing some passive signage, podcasts, etc.; maybe with things with your cell phone that 
allow you listen to experts (Carolyn has equipment for this from when she worked with 
schools). 

• Pedro Torres, Silo Ridge: Done with approvals. Waiting for final DEC permits; what 
does DEC want to do with well that’s in close proximity to landfill? It will probably stay 
on as a monitoring well. Irrelevant to us. Got all of our permits from the health dept. 
Finalizing easement with the North American Land Trust. Going to be doing 2 easements 
that are pretty restrictive. Conservation easement on the golf course. 80% open space. 
Natural conservation easement …other held in escrow by the town. 

• Pedro Torres:  Able to get better energy and green infrastructure, but developer gets 
credits. If we could do the same with watersheds, make them easier to understand, it 
would allow us to promote better development and make things much more viable (most 
people don’t want to do things in the northeast anymore because things happen so 
slowly). 

• Linda French, Dover Supervisor: Working on last phase of comprehensive plan. Route 22 
in Dover is mostly residential. Things are shifting to bring businesses. Update on the 
former psychiatric center in Wingdale that is being developed into a university: they were 
just given approval by NYS to call themselves a university; hoping to finish Phase 1 site 
plan by April. They will be remediating the buildings and brining in a contained sewer 
plant (a “pod” or “module” that can be added onto that produces clean water on the other 
side). Natural gas plant a little further up on Route 22 (Cricket Valley Energy). Working 
on the pilot: take a brownfield…been working hard with us on air, wildlife, etc. 
Economic development is a big concern in Dover (“Does anyone have a grocery store I 
can put in my pocket?”) 

• Victoria Perotti: Amenia landfill—we’ve completed site management plan, but DEC 
hasn’t given its final blessing to closing the project. We’re finishing up all the paperwork 
and last details. Then we’ll be able to move forward and make it into a park, maybe with 
some benches. We are also in the last stages of the Wassaic Trail to the Train project. 
Pretty much through the final design, working on the last steps for the right of way 
agreements; should be going out to bid this year. 

• John Burweger, Pawling Village Trustee: Sewer plant and collection system are our 
biggest projects; currently updating reservoirs and water treatment. Revamping and 
expanding wastewater treatment and working on a collection system. North flow: more 
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stringent city regulations mean that they’ve had to make the expansion and have that 
extra flow go into the Ten Mile.  

• Dave Sherman (Millerton Village Trustee): We don’t have a lot of environmental 
interface because the town has a small geographic footprint; traveling on the Rail Trail 
exposes you to the Webutuck. Every time we have a large storm, you see streambank 
erosion and trees falling across the brooks that may be good for fishing in future, but they 
snag manmade materials and there is no means of addressing that because the stream 
passes through private property. There is no economic incentive for landowners to clean 
up. Southern Water Conservation District is trying to get a grant to clean up some of 
these things.  

• HVA (Tonia): This year we accomplished the demo rain garden in Millerton (next to the 
Rail Trail) thanks to Peter Greenough and Christine Bates. Also installed a garden here at 
the Amenia Town Hall adjoining the new playground. Landscaping will continue there.  

• Mike Jastremski (HVA): Headed up projects along Seven Wells Brook in Dover Plains, a 
tributary of Stone Church. Seven Wells Brook is a super nice stream that flows through a 
highly developed area (the McDonald’s/Dunkin Donuts plaza on Route 22). We got 
people to stop mowing along the stream, and got Dover High School students out 
planting. Brook trout were back again last year. We’re looking to the next steps with that. 
Adjacent commercial parking lots have opportunities for low impact development; we 
will be looking for funding for that hopefully in the next few years.  

 
3. Inland Waterway Designation Process: The WIC Experience 

Mike Herzog (Village of Millbrook/WIC) and Carolyn Klocker Nolan (Cornell Cooperative 
Extension of Dutchess County). 

 
• Tonia quickly went through the Watershed Planning and Community Revitalization 

presentation from last roundtable (in your packets). 
• Wappinger Creek was added to the NYS inland waterways list in 2014. If your stream is 

on this list, and your community is part of that watershed, you are eligible to apply for 
this Department of State (DOS) funding. If it’s not on this list, you can’t apply. As soon 
as the Village of Wappinger falls became eligible, they got over $500,000 to do a 9-
element Watershed Plan to determine where sediment and phosphorous were coming 
from (because Wappinger Lake is heavily impacted), and then to help community 
identify shovel-ready projects, put together actual plans and find potential funding 
sources. LaGrange is also looking at putting together a waterfront revitalization plan 
(with an emphasis on increasing recreational opportunities). Looking to do re-vegetation, 
stream restoration, and economic development.  

• Carolyn: that could be part of a 9-element plan: for those on the 303d list 
o The only tributary in the Ten Mile watershed that’s even close to being impaired 

is the Swamp River. The 9-element approach can be applied to healthy 
watersheds, too. 

• In 2012, Matt Alexander brought this designation to the group’s attention. Talked to Ken 
Smith and Barbara Kendall from DOS. Some of our municipalities were concerned that 
there were strings attached with this designation. With every grant, there’s match that’s 
required. Started approaching Assemblywoman Didi Barrett and Terry Gipson (whose 
seat is now filled by Senator Sue Serino) in the summer 2013. We didn’t go out and pass 
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resolutions at first; initially it was more through word of mouth. We created 
intermunicipal watershed council to show the assembly that there was local support for 
this designation. They drafted the amendment to the current bill (less than a page long). 
Talked about what’s unique about Wappinger Creek. We need an approach that will 
prove that this is a bipartisan issue. Went to towns and said we need a written resolution. 
We now have Northeast, Amenia and Dover who have signed resolutions. Had the whole 
thing done in 2 months. 

• Submitted a 1-page letter about why the creek is important and how it benefits each of the 
communities in the watershed, and Town boards were given a template resolution; made it very 
easy, some chose to write their own. 

• Your waterway just has to be in NYS waterway; it doesn’t matter where it drains, i.e. if it drains 
into Connecticut or Massachusetts. 

• Proximity to highly significant waterways adds weight and significance to the approval (looking 
at map) 

• Tonia: We should choose a designated person from the group to approach the assembly and the 
senate; Carolyn noted that the good news is Didi is very familiar with this process, since she went 
through it with Wappinger Creek. Sue’s office might have to be brought up to speed. Tonia asked 
for a volunteer, or if the group would like HVA to fill this role. 

• Carolyn: It’s importatnt of HVA to be involved, but it when we went through this, the key was 
that we had municipal officials having some of those conversations with Didi. Their office 
contacted Cornell Cooperative Extension when they needed more info (this is the equivalent role 
that HVA plays in the Ten Mile group). 

• Victoria (Amenia) will reach out to Sue Serino 
• We should also reach out to NYS Senator Terrence Murphy and Assemblymember Kieran Lalor 

(Carolyn says he was not supportive in the past, because he was worried about hidden costs). 
Discussion about which towns are under Didi’s jurisdiction. 

• As long as that constituency makes it known that there is interest 
• Tonia: it would be great if we could get the town of Washington involved as well. 
• municipal contact to Didi’s office? 

o Should we be having a conversation at the local level with our town boards first 
so that we’re not reaching over people’s heads directly to state government? 
Comes back to the issue of communication identified earlier.  

• State officials historically respond better to municipal officials, as compared to 
environmental organizations. 

• John Merwin signed on to approach Didi, Victoria will approach Sue; Carolyn: suggests 
trying every assemblyperson. Approach Terrence and Kiernan as well, so that at least 
you’re educating them about it.  

• Could we get it done this year? Totally depends on Sue and Didi. 
• We should work with Sandy Washburn 
• Dave Kelly, Pawling Supervisor: Is it your intention to move forward even if you don’t 

have all the municipalities? 
o We don’t have the village of Pawling and the town of Pawling 

• Pawling has a lot of big projects going on right now. Tonia: there are a lot of carrots we 
get for working together regionally similar to shared services.  We will make a 
presentation to your Town Board. 
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4. Funding Opportunities (see handout) 
Mike Jastremski (HVA) 

• A new program called Healthy Watersheds: there is a new focus at the federal level in 
protecting healthy watersheds (it’s a lot cheaper to protect something before it’s 
degraded). This is a nationwide grant, so it’s going to be very competitive. HVA will be 
putting together a proposal and will be in touch if we end up going forward with it and 
keep you posted. We’d ultimately want to do something like what we’re doing here in the 
Ten Mile and extend it to other places. 

• Berkshire-Taconic Community Foundation 
• Long Island Sound (LIS) Futures Fund: many people may not have heard of this one. The 

Ten Mile does drain to LIS. Water quality projects in the Ten Mile would be eligible. 
Could apply  to retrofit projects, planning projects, etc.  

o Sewers? Probably not enough money for that, but maybe a feasibility study. This 
may be something we talk about together as a group at next meeting.  

• An opportunity that is not on the handout: All the stuff under the CFA (normally due in 
June or July); LWRP is now part of the CFA, but we have a long way to go before we’re 
eligible for it.  

• Dutchess County Shared Services Grant: $1 million are available, with an emphasis on 
shared services and reduction of your own expenses by combining with other 
communities. The application comes out in April and is due in June.  

• GIGP grant: involves flooding, restoring habitat, community revitalization, energy 
efficiency, weather infrastructure, etc. (see article from Talk of the Towns in your 
packet). Projects that involve green infrastructure score higher. 

• Are grants applicable to projects on Department of Transportation (DOT) property? For 
example, culvert projects on DOT roads. Answer: whoever manages that site would have 
to be a partner. 

o Vicki: Amenia got funding to do a sidewalk to the ballfield (that’s DOT property) 
• In order to be efficient on these applications, it would be good to understand the size of 

the projects. 
• Tonia: average grant size is about $250,000 or more, depending on whether we have the 

designation. All our towns are interested in upgrading infrastructure. Everybody’s 
currently dealing with it individually.  

• Victoria: Hazardous Mitigation Grant: addresses stormwater and erosion. Amenia got 
$125,000 to make stormwater improvements to Tower Hill. There’s an update to hazard 
mitigation going on now. Gov. Cuomo won’t fund regional hazard mitigation groups, so 
you have to go to the county level.  

o Tonia: The county has put an emphasis on walkable transit communities 
• We hope that Matt Alexander (“the Grant King”) will be at the next Roundtable meeting.  

 
5. Next Steps: Moderated by Tonia Shoumatoff 

• Hold another Roundtable meeting in 4 months (end of May). We’ll work with Victoria 
and John to approach legislators, and identify with Linda to figure out best ways to 
approach…We’ll work more closely with the town of Pawling to inform them about this 
program and make presentation to the Town Board when they are available. 

• Carolyn: 2 programs coming up through the Cooperative Extension: 
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o Wednesday, February 24, 6:30-8:30 PM: Annual CAC roundtable (attend whether 
you have one already or want to start one). Dutchess County has one of the 
highest numbers of CACs out of any county in the state. 

o Tuesday, March 29, 6:30-8:30 PM (snow date the following day): Annual 
stormwater management and green infrastructure program. Partnering with 
Dutchess MS4 community to educate planning boards about green infrastructure 
practices to enable them to make recommendations that are cheaper and easier to 
enforce. Please encourage planning boards, town boards, CACs to attend. 

• Contact Tonia, Mike Herzog and Carolyn if you have any questions 
• This council will be a model for the entire Housatonic region; your work here is 

exemplary. 
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Ten Mile River Watershed Roundtable Meeting 
June 23rd, 2016, 7:00PM – 8:30PM 

Tabor Wing House, Dover, NY 
 

Meeting Summary 
 
Attendees: John Burweger, V/ Pawling Trustee; Jim Campbell, T/ North East Town 
Board; Vicky Doyle, T/ Amenia Councilwoman & Deputy Supervisor; Linda French, 
T/ Dover Supervisor; Mike Herzog, Wappinger Creek Intermunicipal Council & V/ 
Millbrook Trustee; Caroline Hilli, HVA; Mike Jastremski, HVA; Carolyn Klocker, HVA; 
Kenneth Liegner, V/ Millerton Resident; Karin Rous, Dutchess Land Conservancy; 
Theresa Ryan, Oblong Land Conservancy; Erin Sommerville, DCSWCD;   
 
Introductions and Town & Agency Updates  
The meeting began with everyone introducing them self (see list of attendees above) 
and providing updates from their municipality or organization, if they had any to 
share.  
 
Carolyn Klocker introduced herself as the new New York Watershed Manager for 
the Housatonic Valley Association and expressed that in addition to organizing the 
meetings and work of the Watershed Collaborative that she hopes to be a resource 
to the communities and various stakeholders. Communities should feel free to 
contact her if they need assistance with an issue or would like more information 
about a watershed topic, including presentations to their municipal boards. 
 
Karin Roux of the Dutchess Land Conservancy shared that DLC works to conserve 
natural resources in the watershed and the wider Dutchess County.  
 
Erin Sommerville of the Dutchess County Soil and Water Conservation District 
explained that she would be providing more of an update later in the meeting when 
discussing culvert assessments in the watershed but she did also want to share that 
her coworker has also been assessing and inventorying farms in the watershed. 
Contact her office if you would like more information. 
  
 
Dave Regan, Chair of the Amenia CAC, discussed a proposed plan for a large 
composting operation just north of Route 343 in the Town. The proposal has been 
voted down by the Planning Board three times now but he suspects that the 
applicant will resubmit again and soon. The Town’s zoning code currently prohibits 
the transportation of waste into the Town and since compost is defined as municipal 
solid waste, the proposed project would need a change in zoning code to take place 
in order for it to occur.  
  
Vicky Doyle, council woman for the Town of Amenia, commented that the town 
would like to see the State legislation proposed to have the Ten Mile listed as a NYS 
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designated inland waterway and will work to support such efforts (see also Status of 
the Inland Designation below for more information).  Amenia is also concerned with 
flooding in the Town and is trying to replace undersized culverts.  
 
 
Status of the Inland Designation and Plan for Moving Forward 
Carolyn updated the group on the current status of the group’s efforts to have the 
Ten Mile River listed as a NYS Designated Inland Waterway. She began with a quick 
overview of what the designation means and would mean for municipalities in the 
watershed. In summary, NY State has an act of legislation (Article 42) that protects 
costal area and inland water ways. The law creates a list of coastal and inland water 
bodies and municipalities that boarder water bodies on the list can apply for 
Environmental Protection Funds through the Department of State’s Local 
Waterfront Revitalization Program to put together a local waterfront revitalization 
plan and implement projects within the plan. In order to have a waterbody added to 
the list a bill needs to be proposed and passed in both the NYS Senate and NYS 
Assembly and then signed into law by the Governor. 
 
Senator Sue Serrino’s office contacted HVA to say that the Senator is in support of 
these efforts and would like to help propose the bill in the NYS Senate. 
Assemblywoman Barrett has already expressed interest to propose a bill in the 
Assembly. The NYS Legislator is in recess at this time, so the group will have to wait 
until the January session to have the Bill’s proposed (and there are elections in 
November). Amenia, Dover, and Northeast have all passed resolutions that supports 
the collaborative efforts in addressing watershed issues and protection. These 
resolutions mention the funding available through DOS but the resolutions do not 
specifically state that the communities support having the Ten Mile added to the 
listed designated waterways. Senator Serino’s office expressed that communities 
will need to pass a new resolution that specifically states they support the 
designation.  
 
Carolyn also spoke with Barbara Kendall from NYS DOS to find out if communities 
who border tributaries of the Ten Mile could apply for LWRP funds if only the Ten 
Mile was designated. Barbara suggested that the language of the Bill specifically 
state “the Ten Mile River and its tributaries, including the Webatuck Creek, the 
Wassaic Creek, and the Swamp River” so that communities can also apply for LWRP 
funds along tributaries of the Ten Mile with the designation.  
 
Carolyn put together and shared a new draft resolution that communities can use. 
The new resolution is very similar to the one that communities have already passed 
but also includes specifics about the designation. They only differences between the 
new resolution and the one previously passed is that an additional WHEREAS has 
been added that specifically  discusses adding the Ten Mile River and its tributaries 
to the NYS List of Coastal Waterbodies and Designated Inland Waterways. The NOW 
of the resolution has also been changed to specifically discuss the designation. 
Carolyn will share a word version of the draft resolution with the group and will 
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follow up with communities to see if they need assistance in passing the resolution 
in the municipality. 
 
Carolyn shared that Katie Palmer-House, the Town Clerk for the Town Dover,  spoke 
with Assemblyman Lalor at a recent community event about the designation and he 
has also expressed interest in supporting the bill in the Assembly. The Town of 
Dover and HVA will work together to determine how to continue outreach to his 
office.  
  
Mike Herzog, the Chair of the Wappinger Creek Intermunicipal Council (WIC), 
shared some of the WIC’s experience having the Wappinger Creek designated in 
2014. He recommended that once the Bill’s are proposed in a particular committee 
of the Senate or Assembly that communities be ready to quickly send letters of 
support and copies of their resolutions to appropriate committee members. This 
will help move the Bill’s out of committee and be voted on.  
 
 
National Fish & Wildlife Foundation Long Island Futures Fund proposal 
In early May HVA submitted a proposal to the National Fish & Wildlife Foundation 
Long Island Future’s Fund for work that would help lay the groundwork for the Ten 
Mile watershed management plan. Major deliverables of the work include: 

 Continued support and efforts to convene the watershed group on a 
quarterly basis 

 Developing an inventory and synthesizing existing research & planning  
documents on the Ten Mile  

o This is one of the first steps in creating a watershed plan for the Ten 
Mile and will help the group determine if there may be information 
gaps that they need to explore and research. 

 Developing Web based resources for the Ten Mile and the watershed group 
(web page, fb group, etc.) 

 Facilitate 2 educational workshops for municipal officials in the watershed 
o Watershed planning and land use planning  
o Reducing non-point source pollution through Green Infrastructure 

practices 
 Public Outreach and Education, especially streamside owners 
 Securing Inland Waterway Designation for the Ten Mile 

 
If you have questions let Mike or Carolyn know. They should know sometime this 
summer if the proposal will be funded. 
 
HVA Project Updates 
Mike Jastremski discussed two projects within the watershed that HVA has been 
partnering on with municipalities and stakeholders in the watershed. The hope was 
that by sharing information about these projects watershed communities and 
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stakeholders at the meeting could brainstorm other projects that the group could 
collaborate on. 
 
The Wells Brook Stream Restoration Project in Dover started in spring of 2014 as a 
partnership with the students from Dover High School to assess water quality of the 
Wells Brook near where the brook pass under Route 22 (adjacent to the CVS Plaza, 
McDonalds, and Dover Village Plaza). Through macroinvertebrate sampling and 
monitoring of physical and chemical parameters, HVA and the students have been 
able to establish a baseline water quality profile and identify restoration 
opportunities. Along with water quality monitoring, HVA and Dover High School 
have worked with the property owners, the Town of Dover and other local partners 
to manage invasive plants and install over 300 trees and shrubs at the site. The 
group is now working with various partners, including the Town of Dover, Dutchess 
Soil and Water, & Rennia Engineering to install stormwater retrofit projects at the 
site. For more information about the project, see the attached project report that 
was shared with the Dover Planning Board on June 6th.   
 
The Amenia Town Hall Wetland Buffer Garden Project began when a new playground 
was to be put in behind the Town Hall but there were difficulties with obtaining the 
appropriate permits due to the projects proximity to a wetland. HVA was able to 
help out by proposing and installing a wetlands buffer garden adjacent to the 
playground to treat runoff at the site before it enters the wetland. The project 
includes over 300 trees, shrubs and perennials that were planted last year. This year 
HVA has also installed a stone path and edging.  An interpretive sign will be installed 
later this year.  
    
A question was asked about where the funding for these projects came from. The 
funding for the Amenia project came from the Gimbel Foundation and there are 
opportunities to apply for more funding from the foundation to continue work 
designing other stormwater management features at the Town Hall. The funding for 
the Wells Brook Project has come from a variety of funding sources and there are 
plans to apply to grants for the stormwater retrofit projects.  
   
The overview of these projects led to a conversation on other possible projects that 
members of the watershed group could partner with each other on. Below is a list of 
some of the projects that were discussed as well as a list of additional partners to 
possibly include/reach out to. 
 

 Vicky Doyle discussed that there may be an opportunity at the Old Amenia 
Land Fill Park. The park was created as part of a superfund clean-up where 
PCBs were dumped into the neighboring wetland. The PCBs have since been 
dredged out of the wetland and were put into the landfill before the land fill 
was capped and covered. The site is now a 26 acre park. There are 
opportunities for trails to be developed with interpretive signage. There are 
also opportunities to help maintain the wetland so that invasive plants don’t 
take over. The site can only be passive recreation due to pollution in the past.  
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 Linda French discussed the old Dover Community Pool that had to be shut 
down 6 years ago. It would be great to turn the area into community gardens. 
The site is adjacent to the Ten Mile River. 

 Participation in the NYS DEC Trees for Tribs program was also discussed. 
Willing public and private landowners can participate in the NYS DEC Trees 
for Tribs program and get free plant material for streamside plantings. HVA 
usually gets a lot of trees and shrubs from Trees for Tribs in the Fall and can 
help landowners to do restoration projects on their land as long as they write 
up a plan to take care of the plants and allow HVA to have access for a few 
years. There is typically a Spring and Fall planting season for Trees for Tribs. 
HVA will keep the group informed on when applications become available.   

 
Possible community members and organizations to reach out to partner on projects 
and/or participate with the watershed group that were also brought up in the 
conversation include: 

 Boy Scouts can help with projects (Eagle Scout projects)  
 Housatonic Valley Paddle Club 
 Trout Unlimited (they may be able to help with funding in addition to 

volunteer assistance) 
 
 
 
Culverts Assessments  
Mike shared information on HVA’s and other partners work assessing bridges and 
culverts in Northwest, CT to identify potential barriers to fish and wildlife 
movement and flood risks associated with undersized infrastructure and increased 
stream flows. HVA has been utilizing protocols developed and standardized by the 
North Atlantic Aquatic Connectivity Collaborative (NAACC) that are also being 
utilized by agencies in NY, including the Dutchess County Soil and Water 
Conservation District (DCSWCD). Once data has been collected, HVA is working to 
create comprehensive Road-Stream Crossing management documents for 
municipalities in an effort to help communities use the data to identify high priority 
bridge and culverts for upgrade and replacement. The plans will also help 
communities apply for funding to replace priority culverts and bridges. 
 
Erin Sommerville from DCSWCD updated the group on their efforts to collect this 
data in the Ten Mile River watershed. They currently have two interns accessing 
road and stream crossings who have completed most of Dover and are working 
their way north into Amenia and other towns in the watershed. DCSWCD believes 
that they will have accessed most of the Ten Mile watershed by the end of the 
summer.  
 
HVA and DCSWCD are currently working to determine who can and will analyze the 
data for flood risk assessment. Once the data is analyzed they hope to be able to 
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provide similar Road-Stream Crossing management plans to communities in the 
watershed. 
 
 
 
Funding Opportunities 
The NYS Consolidated Funding Application is due July 29th this year. This is the first 
year the state has made funding available through the Climate Smart Communities 
(CSC) Grants program. (For more information about the CSC Communities program 
and the CSC Certification program visit: …). The grant program is a competitive 
50/50 matching grant program for municipalities to conduct climate change 
adaptation or mitigation implementation projects, or to undertake eligible actions as 
part of becoming a Climate Smart certified community. In total, $11 million dollars is 
available through the grant program: up to $10.5 million for Implementation 
projects and up to $500,000 for Certification Projects. For more information about 
the types of eligible projects and grant program details see the attached fact sheet 
that was distributed and discussed at the meeting. 
 
Two questions were asked about the CSC Grants funding during the discussion. 
Q. What does the grant require as match? 
 A. 50/50 match  
 
Q. Is there a part of the application that is income related? 

A. If a communities median household income is lower than the 2014 
Statewide Median ($58,687) the community would qualify for financial 
hardship and potentially score 5 points higher than a community with an 
MHI higher than the Statewide Median.  
 

See the NYS CFA website for more information about the CSC Grants and other 
funding available through the Consolidated Funding Application 
 
 
Scheduling Future Meetings 
The next meeting of the Ten Mile River Watershed group is scheduled for Thursday, 
September 22nd at 7pm. The location of the meeting is yet TBD. If any town would 
like to host the next meeting, please contact Carolyn or Mike. Carolyn will be on 
maternity leave in September so Mike and/or other HVA staff will run this meeting. 
 
At the September meeting the group would like to pick the dates and times for the 
four quarterly meetings of 2017. The group thought that the fourth Thursday of the 
month for January, April, July and October may be a good option. These dates will be 
further discussed at the September meeting.  
   

 
 

Minutes/Summary put together by Caroline Hilli and Carolyn Klocker. 
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Ten Mile River Watershed Roundtable Meeting 
September 22rd, 2016, 7:00PM – 8:00PM 

North East-Millerton Library Annex, Millerton, NY 
 

Meeting Summary 
 
Attendees: Laurie Wallace, FROGS/Pawling and her son, Billy; Mike Jastremski, 
HVA; John Burweger, V/Pawling; George Kaye, T/North East; John Merwin, T/North 
East; Savannah Judge, HVA; Bob Wills, DC Planning; David Sherman, V/Millerton; 
Kenneth Liegner, T/North East Citizen; Erin Hoagland, Dutchess Land Conservancy; 
Vicki Doyle, T/Amenia 
 
Action Items: 

 Prepare resolutions and letters in support of inland waterway designation by 
early December. Contact HVA for support. 

 Contact Mike (mj.hva@outlook.com) or Savannah (sjudge.hva@gmail.com) at 
HVA if you have ideas for conservation projects in need of funding that align 
with the grants listed on page 3. 

 Develop a calendar of Ten Mile-specific grants that come around regularly. 
 
Administrative Items 
The meeting began with a unanimous approval of the June 23, 2016 meeting 
summary. The next TMR Roundtable meeting was set for January 26, 2017. Amenia 
offered to host. 
 
Mike Jastremski of HVA moderated the meeting and said Carolyn Klocker sends her 
regards. She is currently on maternity leave and is due back in early December. 
 
Introductions and Town & Agency Updates  
The meeting began with everyone introducing themselves and providing updates 
from their municipalities and organizations. 
 
Mike Jastremski of HVA reminded the group that HVA is planning a volunteer 
planting event at Wells Brook on Saturday, September 24. Those interested should 
plan to meet in the Dunkin’ Donuts parking lot in Dover at 9:00 a.m.  
 
Vicki Doyle, council woman for the Town of Amenia, said that the Amenia Town 
Board has yet to approve the revised resolution regarding the inland waterway 
designation. Mike J. said towns should aim to have those in place by the time 
Carolyn returns in early December, and that HVA is always available for support. 
Vicki recounted that the Board is okay with her notes and only had very minor 
changes. She hopes to drive by the rain garden at the Amenia Town Hall to see how 
the plants are doing under the current drought conditions.  
 
Bob Wills of Dutchess County Planning had no updates to report. 
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George Kaye and John Merwin of the Town of North East had no updates to report. 
 
Laurie Wallace of FROGS noted that it has been too dry to perform water quality 
tests, i.e. macroinvertebrate sampling. They were able to sample in July, but none in 
August. The DEC doesn’t want them sampling when it is this dry. 
 
Erin Hoagland of the Dutchess Land Conservancy reported that she passed the 
message of HVA’s volunteer planting event on to folks from a Dover trails group. 
 
John Burweger of the Village of Pawling said that he is working on getting the Village 
on board. He has to make sure the time is appropriate to do a presentation. Mike J. 
recalled that with Amenia, Dover and North East on board, we have the critical mass 
necessary for obtaining the inland waterway designation. He also noted that if we 
get the designation, it may help additional municipalities get on board.  
 
David Sherman of the Village of Millerton reported that their aquifer is holding up in 
this drought. They are measuring the well and there is still about 40 feet of water. 
Webatuck Creek is moving imperceptibly slow. Mike J. noted that it’s interesting 
how in general people spend so much time and money on flooding issues, but this 
drought is catching us by surprise. This is a topic to keep talking about in the future.  
 
Status of Inland Designation and Next Steps  
Mike J. said that North East and Dover have passed the updated resolution. He 
reminded the group that HVA is here to help support other communities. See 
attached draft resolution. 
 
Q. How fast can the process move through the legislature? 

A. If the resolutions and letters are ready by January, then it could happen 
during this coming legislative session given that it has the necessary support. 
We will reach out before the January meeting. 
 

Q. Would Great Swamp be included? 
A. Until Croton is designated, it would just be north flow. If Swamp River is 

included in the language, it will be included on the designation.  
 
Ten Mile River-related Grants Update 
Two recent grants have been submitted and are currently under review. They are: 

 Long Island Sound Futures Fund (LISFF): 
o This grant will support work to facilitate the Roundtable, provide 

municipal workshops, expand the RiverSmart program, etc. For more 
details, see the meeting minutes/summary from the June 23, 2016 
Roundtable meeting. HVA expects to hear back on this grant soon. 

 Climate Smart Communities:  
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o HVA helped the Town of Dover put together a proposal to perform 
vulnerability assessments on road/stream crossings. HVA can support 
other towns who are interested in this type of program. 

 
Upcoming grant opportunities: 

 Community Foundation of Dutchess County (see attached RFP for more 
details): 

o HVA is planning to submit a proposal to fund two workshops for 
municipal leaders, unless anyone from the group has ideas. Deadline 
is September 30. 

 NYS Pollution Prevention Institute (see attached RFP for more details): 
o This grant focuses on resource management and water quality 

 Arbor Day Foundation (see attached RFP for more details): 
o This grant focuses on large scale plantings on public lands. A 

discussion about available public lands ensued: Dover has 1 park, but 
it has a healthy, forested buffer. Pawling has 2 side-by-side parks that 
could be used much more effectively. Oblong and the Village are 
working on this. Ideas include making it an ecological center, adding 
trails, etc.  

o This grant could go hand-in-hand with the Trees for Tribs Program of 
the NYS Department of Environmental Conservation. At the next 
Roundtable meeting in January, we will discuss Trees for Tribs 
projects for next year. 

 NRCS Resource Conservation Partnership Program (RCPP)  
o A consortium put in an application for the Long Island Sound 

Watershed program that was successful. Now they are trying to figure 
out how to disperse the funds. There is $10 million over 5 years that is 
available; $250,000 of that has not been allocated yet and could 
potentially go to projects in the Housatonic Watershed, which 
includes the Ten Mile.  

o Our strategy is to gather as many projects as possible in order to 
develop a portfolio of potential projects across the Housatonic. 
Different funding categories include: soil health/nutrient 
management, forest health, and tributary resiliency. 

o Projects don’t necessarily have to be shovel-ready, but they should be 
somewhat developed.  

o There is a 50% match requirement; uncertain whether funds are 
distributed up front or through reimbursement. 

o Very short turnaround 
 The group agreed that it would be beneficial to have a calendar of annual Ten 

Mile-specific grants in order to give everyone more time to think of ideas and 
gather the required materials. 
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Additional Items: 
Kenneth Liegner, a citizen of North East, brought up the desire to develop the TMR 
as a resource for canoeing and kayaking. He said towns could benefit economically 
through things like bed & breakfasts, stores renting kayaks, and visitors purchasing 
insurance. Many people often think they can’t get good paddling unless they go up to 
Vermont or New Hampshire; we could market the TMR as a resource here at home.  
 
Mike J. acknowledged that recreation transcends town boundaries, and this group 
could serve an important role. 
 
A discussion about recreational access sites ensued. It was said that there aren’t 
many access sites along the TMR, largely due to private land along the banks. The 
Wassaic Multiple Use Area came up as an area of interested. It has river access 
(there is a dirt road with a turnaround) and the DEC owns a stretch of land on the 
west side of the river that is currently inaccessible, including 4 miles of 
noncontiguous trails. 
 
Mike J. proposed making recreation a standing agenda item to address through the 
group’s watershed planning efforts. If the group succeeds in getting the TMR & its 
tributaries added to the list of designated inland waterways, then recreation would 
be an activity eligible for funding. The group discussed potential resources for 
information, including local paddlers like Dave Reagan of the Amenia CAC, the 
Housatonic Valley Kayak Club, etc.  DC Planning doesn’t have data on river access 
sites, but Mike J. said that a relatively simple GIS analysis that combined data about 
land ownership along the river with local paddlers’ knowledge could be helpful in 
identifying potential river access sites and projects. The group then discussed the 
role and potential of limited conservation easements on private land to extend 
public use without disturbing private landowners. 
 
John of the Village of Pawling recalled hearing about the NY Department of State 
local waterfront revitalization program that provides funding to riverfront towns 
and villages; the TMR and its tributaries must be added to the list of designated 
inland waterways in order to be eligible for this funding.  Additional details can be 
found in the meeting summary from the Roundtable meeting on September 30, 
2015 at Old Drover’s Inn.  
   

 
 

Minutes/Summary put together by Savannah Judge. 
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Ten Mile River Watershed Roundtable Meeting 
January 26, 2017, 7:00PM – 8:30 PM 

Amenia Town Hall 
 

Meeting Summary 
 
Attendees: Vicki Doyle (Amenia), Linda French (Dover), Erin Hoagland (Dutchess 
Land Conservancy), Savannah Judge (HVA), Carolyn Klocker (HVA), Kenneth Liegner 
(North East), Dave Regan (Amenia CAC), Tamar Roman (Dover CAC), Theresa Ryan 
(Oblong Land Conservancy),  Brian Scoralick (Dutchess County Soil & Water), Lori 
Wallace (FROGS), and Bob Wills (Dutchess County Planning)  
 
Observing: Sharon Kroger (Amenia) 
 
Action Items: 

 Consider the possibility of appointing a Chair, Vice Chair, etc. and bylaws for 
the group 

 Review draft letter of support and send comments or suggestions to Carolyn 
 Brainstorm ideas for riparian areas that would make good planting sites 

through Trees for Tribs  
 Interested in helping to head-up a stream clean-up event in the spring? 

Contact Carolyn. 
 
Administrative Items: 
The meeting began with a unanimous approval of the September 22, 2016 Meeting 
Summary.  
 
The group should consider appointing a Chair, Vice Chair, etc. whose role(s) would 
be to assist in the development of meeting agendas. 
 
The group elected to schedule the meetings for the rest of the year. Meetings 
typically occur on a quarterly basis and have typically been on the fourth Thursday 
of the month. The next three meetings for 2017 were scheduled for: 

- April 17 (Dover offered to host it at the Tabor House) 
- June 22 (instead of a July meeting due to vacation conflicts) 
- October 26 

 
Standing agenda item: Recreation 
This will become a bigger agenda item after we attain the Inland Waterway 
designation and can start pursuing Local Waterfront Revitalization funding for 
projects. HVA currently has a GIS vacancy, but the new GIS Manager will create a 
map of all public lands along the waterfront in the Ten Mile Watershed. 
 
Kenneth suggested bringing back a smaller version of the former Lake Amenia along 
Cascade/Amenia Brook. There used to be a dam at the downstream end of the lake 
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broke and flooded Wassaic. Dave added that the dam was rebuilt after a hurricane in 
the 1930s and was washed out again during the two back-to-back hurricanes of 
1955. The site is located where West Lake Amenia Road crosses the dam and enters 
Silo Ridge, and is along Cascade/Amenia Brook. The area is now a DEC-regulated 
wetland. Most of the land is owned by the town. Phragmites are an issue. Carolyn 
recommended that it would need to be an idea brought forward to the town. More 
information would be needed. 
 
Dave brought up a location at the intersection of Route 88 and Wassaic Creek near 
DDSO where the riparian area is owned by a gravel mine. There was a proposal to 
split this area off from the owner’s land for recreational use with a possibility of 
connecting it to the Harlem Valley Rail Trail. The state owns river-front property 
approximately 1 mile south of DDSO. This could be a great opportunity. There is a 
lot of open space in Amenia, but a lot of it is closed to the public.  
 
Dover is in the process of revitalizing the JH Ketchum Park. The pool is being filled, 
and the town received $15,000 from Cricket Valley. The Lions Club is working on the 
park in honor of the club’s centennial; plans include a river access site, a bandshell 
for entertainment, benches, outdoor workout equipment, and a garden in memory 
of the family who donated the land.  
 
Kenneth is working on composing a Ten Mile River song based on historical 
research. He recommends a book titled Up on Crested Mountain. 
 
It was suggested that the group coordinate with a representative from Dutchess 
Tourism to add recreational and tourism updates to their website. 
 
Town & Agency Updates  
Carolyn of HVA said that she is setting up a new office in the Maxon Mill, where the 
Wassaic Art Project is located. She will have a new phone number and once she is 
settled, people from this group can feel free to stop by. She will most likely be at the 
Connecticut office on Tuesdays and the New York office on Thursdays. 
 
Theresa had no updates to report. 
 
Dave Regan of the Amenia CAC said the proposal for the Kent Hollow Mine has been 
withdrawn but will likely be resubmitted to the DEC in February.  
 
Tamar Roman had no updates to report. 
 
Laurie Walace of FrOGS reported that they plan to continue with water quality 
assessments this year if there is enough water. 
 
Dutchess Land Conservancy applied for permanent easements on two properties in 
Amenia and Dover; thanks to Mike Jastremski for providing a letter of support. DLC 
is working on a list of easements that border the Ten Mile River and its tributaries 
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and will conduct landowner outreach to gauge interest in participating in the Trees 
for Tribs program. 
 
 Q: How open does land have to be for Trees for Tribs? 

A: There are no set rules. Plants can be especially useful in areas that are 
currently mowed up to the stream’s edge, and also to widen buffers even 
where there is already vegetation along the streambank. Aerial imagery can 
be helpful in avoiding wooded swaths for planting projects. 

 
Kenneth had no updates to report. 
 
Vicki Doyle, council woman for the Town of Amenia, said she has looked at the 
garden out behind the Town Hall during the drought, and the plants seem to have 
taken hold. She and Dave pulled weeds (the ground was very tough), and a Master 
Gardener who lives in Amenia may be interested in helping. Weeding the path will 
require regular maintenance going forward. She also noted that the town council 
would be meeting on January 30th at 7:00 p.m. and the resolution (with new 
language) is finally ready to be passed. There is one board member who is 
concerned about the potential for new regulations and brought it to the attention of 
the Town lawyer. Carolyn clarified that no new regulations would be imposed by the 
state. Carolyn offered to come to the meeting and to invite Mike Herzog, a Village of 
Millerton trustee who worked on acquiring the Inland Waterway designation for 
Wappingers Creek. In other news, the Town of Amenia is interested in getting 
funding to address flooding and to look at culverts. 
 
Brian Scoralick from the Dutchess County Soil and Water Conservation District 
reminded the group of how they may be able to assist them. The SWCD’s purpose is 
to help fill needs (especially technical guidance) as projects or concerns come up. 
The District has worked with most of the towns here before.  
 
Bob Wills from the Dutchess County Planning Department shared that the DC Water 
Resource Programs Committee will begin meeting again soon. The committee began 
out of an effort to have wells tested, and the Committee became a way for County 
agencies who work with water to get together and talk about water-related issues. 
The Committee will meet quarterly and anybody is welcome to attend. Other 
projects include a forest delineation project that began 10 years ago. New data have 
allowed for the modelling of tree heights, which is just about complete. Future 
research could include looking into connection between tree height and water use. 
 
Linda French from the Town of Dover recently received a call from the governor’s 
office that Dover received a $500,000 Restore New York grant to clean up some of 
the buildings at Olivet University. The University got the first phase approved. The 
University also brought in PGA people to look at the golf course for students. Dover 
is very excited.   
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Status of Inland Designation and Next Steps: 
 
Dover and North East have passed resolutions to support the designation. Amenia is 
discussing passing the resolution (see Vicky Doyle’s update above). If Amenia passes 
the resolution, we will have most of the watershed covered. Senator Serino’s office 
wanted to see the resolution passed in each town to demonstrate interest in this 
designation. Over the past few months, HVA and Senator Serino’s office have been 
communicating about the designation. At last communication the Senator’s office is 
getting ready to propose the legislation for the designation in the Senate during this 
legislative session. We also have a new contact at Didi Barrett’s office named Kristin. 
The Senator’s office has sent a draft copy of what they would be proposing. 
 
Carolyn distributed a copy of the legislation being proposed that was drafted by 
Senator Serino’s staff. On page 2, it lists essentially what will be proposed to the 
legislature to amend the law to add the Ten Mile and specific, named tributaries 
(Webatuck Creek, Wassaic Creek and the Swamp River). Barbara Kendall at the 
Department of State would be our contact if we were to pursue community 
waterfront revitalization projects.  
 
Carolyn also distributed a draft letter of support in case we need to submit them, but 
the Senator’s office anticipates that this may not be necessary. Carolyn will find out 
if non-municipal groups (e.g. FROGS) can also submit letters for consideration. Linda 
has a contact at the senate.  
 
More and more rivers and creeks are receiving the designation (several were added 
last year).  
 

Q: How far into the smaller tributaries is the designation going to provide 
additional benefit? If we add too much of our streams, will it dilute our 
proposal?  
A: Barbara herself recommended the three aforementioned tributaries.  
 

 
We will provide updates via email/phone call if/when our legislators end up 
proposing this (it looks like it is going to happen soon). Carolyn will bring the 
Request for Proposals for the Local Waterfront Revitilization Program (the funding 
available after the designation) to the April meeting for the group to start taing a 
look at.  
 
 
Grant Updates: 
 
NYS DEC Urban and Community Forest Grant Program 
The RFP has been released for conducting tree inventories and community forest 
management plans (no match required!), and maintenance/planting projects (25% 
match required). HVA is interested in submitting an application for riparian 
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plantings if the towns support it.* Tree City USA (Arbor Day) inventories would be 
worth looking at for towns that have them, but no towns in Dutchess County are 
listed anymore. This is a good program for street trees; even if it’s old, it would be 
interesting to look at it and update it. Focus would be on town center riparian areas 
to inventory trees and put together a plan (and plant more trees). It would be good 
to identify invasive management issues first. 
 

Q: What do we do about the threat of Emerald Ash Borer? 
A: Inventories are important for forest resiliency; if we know where 
vulnerable trees are, we can better plan for if/when they get infected. 

 
Vicki and Linda are both interested in doing tree inventories in Amenia and Dover, 
respectively. Vicki mentioned tree planting program affiliated with Lady Bird 
Johnson; different people have contributed and analyzed expertise with respect to 
tree identification and inventorying over time. Carolyn will organize a conference 
call soon to discuss the RFP (grant application is due at the beginning of March).  
 
*2/09/16 addendum - After communicating with DEC staff HVA has determined that the projects they 
were thinking of proposing would not actually be eligible for this funding so HVA will not be submitting 
a proposal. 

 
NYS Climate Smart Communities Program 
Dover got a Climate Smart Communities grant (very exciting!). HVA and Hudsonia 
will be contractors to help Dover work on four action items to become a certified 
Climate Smart Community. HVA will conduct an inventory of all road-stream 
crossings in town, utilizing data collected by the SWCD. These data will help 
communities prioritize crossings for replacement due to flooding. We will also be 
reviewing existing codes, plans, etc. and making recommendations for climate 
adaptation and mitigation. Hudsonia will complete a natural resource inventory, and 
a consultant will create a climate action plan for municipal buildings and staff. Dover 
will share their experiences and resources with other Ten Mile River communities. 
There are various ways to find funding for climate resiliency work. The certification 
program is there to incentivize/reward communities for taking action.  
 
Long Island Sound Futures Fund 
HVA was not awarded the Long Island Sound Futures Fund (LISFF) grant, which 
would have funded our roundtable meetings, a watershed inventory, municipal 
workshops and some public outreach. HVA did receive positive feedback on their 
proposal though and information on how to clarify aspects for future proposals. 
HVA plans on incorporating this feedback and resubmitting next funding cycle. 
 
Spring Plantings and Stream Clean-Up: 
Lots of plants available in spring or fall through the Trees for Tribs program of NYS 
DEC. The group brainstormed ideas for potential riparian planting sites: 
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Dave mentioned that a stretch of Webatuck Creek off of County Route 3 (center of 
South Amenia dam) gets slow and there are no trees for a couple hundred yards. 
The landowner is interested in planting. Other suggestions included JH Ketcham 
Park (though we’ll wait until a plan is in place). Group members were asked to bring 
additional ideas to the next meeting. 
 
Plants from Trees for Tribs may not be free in the future (DEC may switch to a grant 
based system). Spring plantings would take place in late April/early May. We will 
definitely be adding more to Wells Brook. Additional plants will be available again in 
the fall.  
 
Annual stream clean-up: Mid-Hudson Trout Unlimited does an annual Ten Mile 
River clean-up in Dover in April. Carolyn would love to expand it to include 
simultaneous clean-up days in North East, Amenia, Pawling, etc. We could 
potentially coordinate with the Adopt a Highway program in Dover.  If anyone is 
interested in heading up this effort, please let Carolyn know. It would be a great 
opportunity to organize volunteers in the watershed. 
 
Wrap Up and Review: 
Carolyn will keep everyone posted on the designation status. In the meantime, 
everyone should look over the draft letters (Carolyn will send out a Microsoft Word 
version so that people can make edits). We’ll follow-up with Amenia and Dover to 
discuss tree inventories.  
 
Adjourned at 8:40. 
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Ten Mile River Watershed Roundtable Meeting 
April 27, 2017, 7:00PM – 8:30 PM 

Amenia Town Hall 
 

Meeting Summary 
 
Attendees: Vicki Doyle (Amenia), Linda French (Dover), Erin Hoagland (Dutchess Land 
Conservancy), Carolyn Klocker (HVA), Dave Regan (Amenia CAC), Tamar Roman (Dover CAC), 
Theresa Ryan (Oblong Land Conservancy),  and Lori Wallace (FROGS) 
 
Administrative Items: 
The meeting began with a unanimous approval of the January 26, 2017 Meeting Summary.  
 
The group reviewed the remaining scheduled meetings for the year. The next meeting is 
currently scheduled for June 22. Carolyn will reach out to the Town of North East to see if they 
would like to host again. Linda offered the Tabor Wing House in Dover as a back-up. 
 
The Wappinger Creek Watershed Intermunipal Council (WIC) has invited the Ten Mile River 
Collaborative to have a joint meeting in the Fall where the group can share what they are 
working on and learn from each other.  The WIC is also considering opening it up to other 
watershed groups in Dutchess County. The group discussed that they were interested in both 
opportunities and look forward to communicating more with the WIC about organizing a joint 
meeting. 
 
Standing agenda item: Recreation 
Carolyn shared Ken’s newly completed song about the Ten Mile River and played the sound file 
of the accompaniment for everyone to hear. Carolyn will share copies of the sheet music and 
recording with the meeting summary. She will also ask Ken to play and sing the song for the 
group at the June meeting. 
 
Town & Agency Updates  
Tamar of the Dover CAC updated the group on the CAC’s meetings with the Supervisor on the 
new Climate Smart Communities grant. One of the projects the CAC is considering undertaking 
as part of the work is working with the Smithsonian on a climate related art installation in the 
Town that would also include an educational event. 
 
Laurie of Friends of the Great Swamp (FrOGS) shared that FrOGS presented a report about all of 
their macroinvertebrate data at the recent NYS DEC WAVE (Wadeable Assessment for 
Volunteer Evaluators) meeting that was help on April 6th. There is still currently debate on what 
technique is the most appropriate for sandy, muddy bottom streams like the Swamp River. 
Laurie will keep the group informed as FrOGS continues conversations with the DEC about 
methods. Laurie also shared that FrOGS recently cosponsored a Science Art Project with the 
Pawling High School. Students picked up trash at particular locations, cleaned the trash and 
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turned it into art. There will be a presentation of their work on May 8th. Pictures of some of the 
work is currently up on the FrOGS website and their Facebook page. 
 
Theresa from Oblong Land Conservancy had no updates to share. 
 
Linda, Supervisor of the Town of Dover, shared that the owner of the Peckham Mine, Gary 
Metcalf, is inviting people to come see and tour parts of the mine on Saturday, May 13th at 
9am. Cricket Valley is 11 weeks into demolition and appears to be ahead of schedule. The 
demolition should be complete no later than June 1st. The Town is looking for an inspector that 
is qualified to inspect sites/projects as large as Cricket Valley. Please contact Linda if you know 
of anyone. Finally, Linda shared that the town is monitoring the Dollar General site very 
carefully, especially the sediment fence and any work on the site immediately adjacent to Wells 
Brook. 
 
Erin from Dutchess Land Conservancy shared that DLC received two grants to protect two farms 
in the watershed: Brookby Farm and an additional farm in Amenia. DLC and the Oblong Land 
Conservancy are also beginning work together to create a shared strategic plan for the portion 
of the county where their efforts overlap. 
 
Dave from the Amenia CAC updated the group on the current standing of the Kent Hollow Mine 
application. The mines original permit expired in 1989. Since that time the Town created a 
mining overlay district. The town reached out to the owner to ask them if they wanted to 
participate in the creation of the district but they never respond. The owner now wants to once 
again mine the site but because it is not in the overlay district it would be in violation with the 
Town code. The DEC grants mining permits. The town is working to provide evidence to the DEC 
as to why the permit should not be granted including information that it would be a violation of 
town codes and that the applicant needs to go before the ZBA. The Town is hiring experts to 
look for rattle snake dens to see if rattlesnakes are using both the east and west side of the 
Webatuck creek which borders the mine. If there are dens on both sides, they will need to do a 
genetic study to see if the two populations are breeding. Dave also reported that 22 people 
participated in the Earth Day clean-up in Wassaic and cleaned up 880lbs of trash! 
 
Carolyn updated the group that the new Wassaic office in the Maxon Mill is now open. She will 
typically be there on Thursdays and everyone is encouraged to stop by and say hello. Carolyn 
thanked Dave and Vicky for their efforts in organizing the Earth Day clean-up in Wassaic. The 
Dover clean-up has been rescheduled to Saturday, April 29th. HVA will also be starting work on 
the Climate Smart Communities grant that Dover was awarded soon.  
 
Spring Watershed Projects 
Carolyn expressed interest in creating a core group of volunteers to help with Spring and future 
projects in the watershed. The next project will be to work to eradicate Japanese knotweed 
along the Wells Brook near Dover Village Plaza on a Saturday in May. Please let her know if you 
are interested in helping. Tree plantings this year will take place in Fall as the potted stock that 
Trees for Tribs set aside for us at the Saratoga nursery won’t be ready for us until the Fall. We 
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haven’t had the greatest success with bare root seedlings so it will be best to wait until the Fall. 
Please let Carolyn know of other project ideas in the watershed that you may have. 
 
Status of Inland Waterway Designation and Next Steps 
The bills have been proposed in both the State Senate and Assembly. The Senate bill number is 
S5488 (proposed March 31) and the Assembly bill number is A6996 (proposed March 29). Both 
versions of the bill are currently sitting in committee. Carolyn is waiting to hear from Tim in 
Senator Serino’s office on whether they would like municipalities to send letter’s of support. 
HVA will keep the group posted and has already drafted a letter of support communities can 
use if letters are asked for. In the meantime if people would like to follow where the bills are in 
the process they can go to the links below. At these websites people can also vote in support or 
against these bills and provide comments.  
 
Senate Bill S5488: https://www.nysenate.gov/legislation/bills/2017/s5488/amendment/original 
Assembly Bill A6996: 
https://www.nysenate.gov/legislation/bills/2017/a6996/amendment/original  
 
 
Upcoming Grants and Projects 
There are two grant opportunities that are part of the NYS Consolidated Funding application 
that are particularly relevant for the TMR Collaborative. The first is the Local Waterfront 
Revitalization Program. This is the Department of State funding that will become available to 
municipalities that border the Ten Mile River, Webatuck Creek, Wassaic Creek and Swamp River 
if and when the Inland Designation is passed and signed into law. Eligible activities for this 
funding include: 

 Preparing or Implementing a Local Waterfront Revitalization Program (LWRP)  

 Updating an LWRP to Mitigate Future Physical Climate Risks  

 Redeveloping Hamlets, Downtowns and Urban Waterfronts  

 Planning or Constructing Land and Water-based Trails  

 Preparing or Implementing a Lakewide or Watershed Management Plan  

 Implementing a Community Resilience Strategy  

 Celebrating the Bicentennial of the Erie Canal - Improving Public Waterfront Access for 
Canal Communities 
 

This grant is a 50/50 match grant and a municipalities must be the lead applicant. HVA would 
like to encourage the collaborative to apply to put together a watershed management plan. 
HVA can take the lead on the grant writing and administration of the grant should it be 
awarded. Participating municipalities would need to help with providing match but there are 
many ways this can be done including in-kind contributions. The group decided to spend time 
brainstorming in between meetings the types of match they could possibly provide for a more 
in depth discussion at the June meeting. 
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Also part of the CFA is the Climate Smart Communities Grant. There are two types of funding 
provided by the grant: Implementation funding and Certification funding. Dover was awarded a 
Certification grant from the 2016 CFA. They will be beginning work soon with HVA on a road 
stream crossing inventory and management plan and a review of town codes, ordinances and 
plans to incorporate climate resiliency into them. They will also be working with Hudsonia on an 
Natural Resource Inventory (NRI) as part of the grant and with a yet to be determined 
contractor on a municipal greenhouse gas inventory and a municipal climate action plan. 
 
Amenia has expressed interest in applying to this year’s grant. Vicky will work with Victoria and 
the Town Board to see if there is interest in applying and will reach out to Carolyn if they would 
like a presentation or any help with the grant.   
 
At this time it is still unclear if the NWFW Long Island Futures Fund grants will become 
available this year. Typically the request for proposals for this grant are released in March and 
due by early May but nothing has been released yet. HVA will continue to keep an eye out for 
the RFP and let the group know if it is released.  
 

Addendum: Since the April meeting NWFW has released their RFP for the Long Island 
Futures Fund. The grant is due June 22nd, the date of the Collaborative’s next meeting. 
HVA will be in touch with communities with their plans and will be sure to add it to the 
agenda of the June 22 meeting. 

 
 
Other 
There was a brief discussion during the meeting on future topics. It was suggested that ticks 
and lyme disease be a topic for a future meeting.  
 
 
Adjournment 
The meeting was adjourned just before 8:30pm.  
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Ten Mile River Watershed Roundtable Meeting 

June 22, 2017, 7 PM to 8:30 PM 

  Meeting Summary 

 
Attendees: Linda French (Dover); Maria Grace (HVA); Erin Hoagland (Dutchess Land Conservancy); 
Carolyn Klocker (CCEDC); Kenneth Liegner (Northeast, Citizen); Janet Pickering (Dover CAC); Dave 
Reagon (Amenia CAC); Laurie Wallace (FrOGS) 
 
Administrative Items: The meeting began with a review of the April 27th meeting summary and 
unanimous approval. 
The group reviewed the remaining scheduled meetings for the year. The final meeting of 2017 is 
scheduled for October 26th.  It would be nice if we could have the meeting in the northern part of the 
watershed, to encourage more participation from those stakeholders.  Maria will reach out to Northeast 
and/or Amenia to see if either towns would like to host.  Linda offered the Tabor Wing House in Dover 
as a back-up. 
Kenneth shared his song Tenmile River Run with the group, and provided some background and 
inspiration for it.  When the song is finalized, complete with guitar, fiddle, and bass, Kenneth suggested 
sharing it with legislators as well as Governor Cuomo. Linda mentioned that the song could be played at 
Dover Day on September 23rd if Kenneth would be interested in sharing the copy. 
Status of Inland Designation and Next Steps: Maria Grace shared the good news that the inland 
designation legislation passed the house and senate (Senate on June 14th and House on June 19th).  It is 
now headed to the Governor for signature, hopefully in time to apply for an LWRP grant by the end of 
July.  Only downside was that the Swamp River was removed from the bill. Discussion continued as to 
why it was removed and how the Swamp River can be designated in the future.  Maria was told by Didi 
Barrett’s office that Assemblywoman Barrett did not feel comfortable including the Swamp River in the 
bill since the Swamp River was not technically in her district.  Her office promised to work with the 
assembly person (Lalor) to introduce a bill to get the Swamp River designated as an inland waterway 
during the next legislative session. All town officials are encouraged to call Assemblyman Kieran Lalor’s 
and Senator Terrence Murphy’s offices to begin a conversation about the Swamp River designation.   
UPDATE: Legislation was signed by Governor Cuomo on July 25th.  
Town and Agency Updates: Carolyn is back at Cornell Cooperative Extension of Dutchess County.  She is 
working on several projects including the Hudson Estuary Resiliency Project, recycling grants, green 
infrastructure and energy efficiency workshops.  Lots of programs are relevant to the Ten Mile.  Carolyn 
will share upcoming events and workshops with the group when finalized. Laurie Wallace suggested 
(and others agreed) that info could and should be shared with other Counties including Putnam County. 
Linda French shared that the final paperwork for the Climate Smart Community grant was submitted to 
the state.  Cricket Valley ground breaking will occur during the last week of June and work will begin in 
July.  Cricket Valley is installing state of the art monitoring stations for air and water adjacent to the 
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facility that will be accessible to the town and public. A 9,000 panel 26-acre solar farm is being proposed 
across the street from Cricket Valley. The property is mostly scrubland, adjacent to Cricket Valley and 
the High School.  
Erin Hoagland shared that Dutchess Land Conservancy closed on the 158 acre Duncandale Farm in North 
East. DLC is also working to protect 2 farms in the Ten Mile Watershed.  The farms are Brookby Dairy in 
the Town of Dover and Destined Wind Farm in the Town of Amenia. Both of them have been awarded 
county funding for purchase of development rights through Dutchess County’s Partnership for 
Manageable Growth. DLC is in the process of looking for/applying to other funding sources to complete 
them. 
Janet Pickering shared that the Dover CAC is working on the Climate Smart Communities Grant with 
Hudsonia and HVA.  Hudsonia will begin work on the Natural Resource Inventory (NRI) and HVA is 
actively working on the stream culvert component. Hudsonia and the Dover CAC are working on an 
education component focused on climate change.  The local High School as well as the Smithsonian will 
be involved and it will ideally occur this Fall. 
Dave Reagon shared an update about the Kent Hollow Gravel Mine project.  They enlisted the services 
of a snake expert to search for snakes and possible reproduction across the project area.  The consultant 
found a snake within 700 feet of a new den and two more snakes in the same area on a different day. 
They are compiling the report and clearly stated that the prior reports were inadequate.  At this time, 
the mine has a notice of incomplete application.  Once report is submitted to DEC, it will be reviewed 
and a decision will be made. 
Dave also shared an update about the extension of the Harlem Valley Rail Trail into Wassaic town 
center.  Amenia has the money, approximately $900K, from federal and matching sources.  A designer 
has completed plans but a wetland permit is needed as a boardwalk may be needed since the trail goes 
through wetlands.  The town would like to break ground in September but that is not likely.  Dave 
introduced the Climate Smart Communities Grant to the Amenia CAC – many members had questions.  
Carolyn offered to come and present to the group at their next meeting in July. 
Laurie shared an update for FRoGS.   Lots of rain this spring and the streams are full, compared to this 
time last year. Volunteers will be sampling now and the DEC is sampling the Ten Mile River watershed 
(including the Swamp River) this season through their RIBS program.  FRoGS is loading data onto their 
website to share with the public including planning boards and other town agencies. There was 
discussion about the NYSDEC WAVE (Water Assessments by Volunteer Evaluators) program and how it 
could be refined to include sandy bottom streams such as those found in parts of the Swamp River 
watershed.   
Kenneth asked about chemical sampling for glyphosate, road salts and other chemicals.  Discusssion 
continued about the cost of sampling for these chemicals and what could be done by the group to 
reduce their use, especially by DOT and local town road departments.   
Maria Grace provided an update to the group about HVA’s proposal to the Long Island Sound Futures 
Fund to fund the development of a watershed management plan for the Ten Mile River watershed. A 
watershed management plan is a guiding document for all in the watershed.  It will take 15-20 months 
to complete but once finalized it will identify where the greatest needs are and help to prioritize 
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implementation projects.  It will hopefully be a practical tool and a working document, updated as 
necessary to keep it current and useful to all.  The first step will be to compile an existing conditions 
report that will include existing data as well as new data through field work and water monitoring.  Once 
the report is finalized, it can be used to create a vision and goals, identify and prioritize projects, and 
create implementation strategies that will include sources of funding.  
Also discussed is the hope that a town stakeholder will agree to work with HVA to develop and submit a 
LWRP grant due in late July to NYS.  Linda offered to bring the idea to a supervisors meeting and create a 
resolution to work with HVA on this proposal.  Maria will follow up with Linda.  Dave Reagon mentioned 
that Amenia might be able to do the same and he would follow up with Vicky Doyle. 
UPDATE: Town of Dover, with assistance from HVA, applied for an LWRP grant to fund the development 
of a watershed management plan for the Ten Mile River Watershed. 
Final discussion revolved around the need to get more stakeholder buy in from other towns and 
agencies.  Let’s think about how can we get more people to the table. 
Adjournment  

The meeting was adjourned at 8:55pm. 
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Ten Mile River Watershed Collaborative Meeting 

October 26, 2017 - 7 PM to 8:30 PM 

Meeting Summary 

Attendees: Maria Grace (HVA); Julie Hart (Dutchess Land Conservancy); Kenneth Liegner (Northeast, Citizen); Janet 
Pickering (Dover CAC); Dave Reagon EDC (Amenia CAC); Gregory Mendenhall (Dover); David Sherman (Village of 
Millerton); Evan van Hook (Dover CAC); Vicki Doyle (Amenia Town Council); Philip van Buren (Oblong Land Conservancy). 
Administrative Items:  

The meeting began with a review of the June 22nd meeting summary and unanimous approval. 
The group reviewed the meetings for 2018, which will take place in January, April, June, and October.  It was proposed 
that meetings take place earlier in the day.  Most attendees preferred night meetings but meetings could start a bit 
earlier, 6pm, to accommodate those who prefer an earlier time. It was noted that we might have better attendance 
from municipal staff/officials at daytime meetings. 
Grants and Projects: 

NFWF Long Island Sound Futures Fund – HVA, on behalf of the Ten Mile Watershed Collaborative, applied to fund the 
development of a Watershed Management Plan for the Ten Mile.  HVA received word from Congresswoman Esty’s office 
(District 5, CT) that the proposal has been approved on the administrative level and is moving up to Congress for 
consideration. Congresswoman Esty’s office is writing a letter of support for the proposal and her staff has reached out 
to Congressman Faso’s office in the hopes of securing a letter of support from him as well. Notification of the award 
should be before the end of the year. 
Local Waterfront Revitalization Program – The Town of Dover applied for an LWRP grant on behalf of the Roundtable to 
further fund the development of a Watershed Management Plan for the Ten Mile. Notification of awards should be 
sometime in the late Winter/early Spring. 
Ten Mile Roundtable attendees should have received electronic copies of the proposal narratives for both grant 
proposals. If you would like a copy, please contact Maria at HVA. 
Town and Agency Updates:  

Amenia:  Dave Reagon and Vicki Doyle shared an update about the Kent Hollow Gravel Mine project and its 
complications.  The Town Zoning Department submitted a notice of violation to the company for mining without a 
permit. The mine is right on the bank of the Webatuck Creek. Materials have been sent to DEC and the town and 
company are awaiting decision. It could be precedent setting if whether a town has local control over gravel mining and 
whether the state can override this decision.  
Dutchess Land Conservancy: Julie Hart shared an update – DLC have closed on a couple of conservation easements in 
the watershed – Duncandale Farm in Coleman Station, Amenia and Caora Farm on Sharon Road in Millerton. They are 
working on a couple other projects in the watershed as well including the Meili Farm in Amenia, NY/Sharon, CT. 
Dutchess Land Conservancy also applied for funding to do a stream survey on the Stone Church Brook.  Hudsonia is 
working on a significant habitat map for Dover. When that is complete we will have a very fine scale habitat map for the 
entire watershed. The mapping was funded through an anonymous donation. Once complete, the map will be given to 
the Town of Dover and a presentation will be held for the general public. 
Dover: Evan Van Hook shared that the Town of Dover has applied to become a Climate Smart Community.  Much of that 
work is replicable in other Ten Mile towns, including bridge and culvert assessments and management planning 
(contracted to HVA) and a Natural Resource Inventory (contracted to Hudsonia).  Environmental education in the 
schools is also taking place that is focused on climate change. Discussion continued regarding the importance of 
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road/stream crossing inventories and their improvement of them for flood resiliency, habitat enhancement, and wildlife 
movement.   
Millerton: Nothing to Report. 
Oblong Land Conservancy: Nothing to Report. 
Upcoming Projects: 

Dutchess County Watershed Roundtable will take place on Thursday, November 2nd. Please consider attending the 
roundtable to represent the Ten Mile and learn what other groups are doing in the county to protect local and regional 
water resources. 
The group brainstormed some ideas that could be discussed at the larger watershed roundtable on November 2nd: 

Greatest challenges in the Ten Mile Watershed:  

So little is known about the watershed.  Each town person knows about what is happening in their town and perhaps the 
adjacent towns but little is known outside of your resident community. Important component that the Ten Mile group 
can work towards. 
River access is limited – and is local knowledge based. You don’t know what’s happening outside your town.  Studies are 
dated and no follow up.  Need better communication between towns. 
Perceived conflict between economic development and protection of the resources. Have to tie the economic prosperity 
to the natural and cultural resources of the region. 
We are the lost child compared to the Hudson and Delaware River 
Its location in two states can cause management problems. Need to reach across state boundaries. 
Non-point source pollution, specifically use of herbicides on roadsides; road salt storage; groundwater contamination 
Flooding and Undersized Culverts 
Private property owners along the stream corridor – education is needed so they know how to manage/care for their 
property. 
Opportunities for Collaboration: 
There are unbelievable assets – Swamp, Stone Church, AT, Webatuck, Ten Mile, Wassaic, Harlem Valley Rail Trail, Great 
Thicket NWR – we need to protect these assets. 
Towns, tourism, agricultural resources could come together and brand the region for economic prosperity 
Water quality is high – need to keep it that way. 
A PR Campaign and branding of the region is necessary.  
Tools/Resources to Facilitate Collaboration:  

Access to better mapping tools and better access to GIS data layers.  Zoning, block/lot, natural resource information, etc. 
– Towns and other organizations need better access to online mapping tools. State/County could champion this – it 
existed at one point not too long ago. 
Adjournment  

The meeting was adjourned at 8:20 PM. 
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Ten Mile River Watershed Collaborative Meeting

January 25, 2018 - 6 PM to 7:30 PM

Meeting Summary

Attendees: Maria Grace (HVA); Mike Jastremski (HVA); Kenneth Liegner (Northeast, Citizen); Gregory Mendenhall
(Dover CAC); Dave Reagon (Amenia CAC); Linda French (Supervisor, Dover); David Sherman (Village of Millerton); Vicki
Doyle (Amenia Town Council); Paul Bacsik (Sharon, CT Conservation Commission); Michelle Gluck (CCE DC); Carolyn
Klocker (CCE DC); Laurie Wallace (FrOGS); Chris Kennan (Northeast Town Board)

Administrative Items:

The meeting began with a review of the October 26th meeting summary.  Comments or changes should be sent to Maria
Grace at mgrace.hva@gmail.com

The group reviewed the remaining meetings for 2018, which will take place in April, June, and October. It is anticipated
that April will be a larger meeting to kick off the watershed management planning effort that was recently funded by
NFWF Long Island Sound Futures Fund.

Town and Agency Updates:

Dutchess Land Conservancy: Update sent via email:

1. Hudsonia is finishing up their habitat map and report for Dover, and expects to roll that out to the public in
March or April
2. We’re looking for funding to protect three farms (Destined Wind, Glendale and Meili, totaling about 625
contiguous acres) that are located along the Webatuck Creek and contain parts of the Amenia fen complex. If
anyone has ideas for funding sources, please let us know!

Housatonic Valley Association (HVA): HVA will have almost 700 trees and shrubs to be planted throughout the New
York part of the watershed. HVA has some ideas for riparian buffer plantings but if you know of any sites that need some
restoration, please contact Mike or Maria.

Road-Stream Crossing Assessment and Replacement Planning – As part of the Dover Climate Smart Community
Certification process, HVA and Dutchess Soil and Water Conservation District have completed a comprehensive field
assessment of bridges and culverts in town. Data collected in the field is being used to identify non-bridge structures
most vulnerable to damage during floods, and to identify barriers to fish and wildlife movement. Barrier status
evaluation is complete. Project partners at the UCONN Civil and Environmental Engineering Department are currently
working on modeling flood risk at all non-bridge structures. Results are expected by the end of February. Once results
are received, HVA will work with Town of Dover staff and officials to set priorities for replacement based on flood risk,
maintenance need, and habitat restoration potential.

The Town of Dover with HVA support applied for a NYS Department of State (NYS DOS) Local Waterfront Revitalization
Program grant on behalf of the Ten Mile River Collaborative. The grant was meant to support the watershed planning
effort currently underway. The proposal was not selected for funding this year, however Town of Dover/HVA did get
positive feedback from NYSDOS in a post-application consultation. We learned that 2017 was a very competitive year,
with over $56M in requests and only $15M to give away. Our proposal scored well overall.  Some areas for
improvement for next time include the need for a stronger public outreach plan and a stronger economic connection.
While we will be doing extensive public outreach, we should talk about it more and better define it in the proposal.

It was suggested that the Mid-Hudson REDC should be invited to attend Ten Mile Collaborative Meetings and the Ten
Mile Collaborative should present our proposal to them.  If you have a contact that sits on the Mid-Hudson REDC, please
let Maria or Mike know.
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Millerton: The Village of Millerton received a grant of $18-20K to pick up on a 2008 community study of the wastewater
system in the village. One component of the study is to look to other towns and agencies to see how they deal with
wastewater, to see what alternatives exist, so systems can be developed in phases and not be so cost prohibitive.

Also, the Village is working with town engineers to learn more about the water system in town – consumption, cost, and
conservation. Conserve the resource, conserve money.

Also mentioned was the new documentary movie, Plastic Oceans, that is playing at the Millerton Moviehouse. Visit
https://www.plasticoceans.org/ for more information.

FrOGS: Pawling Sewage Treatment Plant has been deficient for many years and it has been determined that it will cost
$14M to upgrade.  The state gave $3M to the Town but the plant continues to discharge partially treated sewage into
the Swamp River. Thankfully, the wetlands north of the plant are filtering the effluent somewhat but those wetlands are
not protected.  The state needs to do something. There are also concerns with permits being issued to clear cut within
the Swamp River watershed and the overuse of herbicides to control invasives because of the clear cuts.

Fall Celebration and Art show winners are still on display at the Fronters Street Gallery in Paterson.  Most of the winners
are from the Harlem Valley, 2 are from Dover Plains. This is one way that FrOGs helps to educate people.  Art Show is
open at the gallery until February 9th. Also, FrOGS is offering an afterschool program with 2nd and 3rd graders at Pawling
Elementary School to explore the outdoors and natural world.

Dover: Cricket Valley is moving along well.  DEC is always there and Cricket Valley also has environmental staff who
monitor all work.  The lay down area is on Rt 22 across from Andren. In 3 years it will be returned to its original state,
which is farmland. Harlem Valley Homestead is a new proposed farm and education center on Old Forge Road in
Wingdale.  There are some neighbors who are unsupportive of the work. It will come before the Planning Board in early
February. The town is installing a new well at Boyce Park. Work is continuing on Dover’s Climate Smart Community
Certification Program including the Road Stream crossing inventory, Greenhouse Gas Emissions inventory, and the
review of Town planning, regulations and programs to identify opportunities to build climate resiliency.

Cornell Cooperative Extension of Dutchess County: Fiscal year runs from January 1 to December 31, so CCW is
beginning to organize programs and projects for the year.  First on the calendar is the annual CAC/EMC Roundtable on
February 28th.  Similar in format to watershed roundtable, come learn about what each CAC/EMC is working on,
challenges and issues, and some presentations about Climate Smart Communities and Clean Energy Communities at the
Farm and Home Center.  GIS Training in May. Also in May, a forum on low impact development topic yet to be decided.
In September County Centers and greenspaces guide and how it promotes energy and cost savings in the community.

CCE was awarded Community Energy Engagement Program contract for the mid-Hudson region, educating low and
moderate income residents throughout the mid-Hudson region about energy efficiency and clean energy projects and
helping them to identify financing opportunities.

CCE has funding to help complete Climate Smart Community (CSC) action items in the Hudson Watershed. CCE plans to
look for other funding so they can serve other communities outside the Hudson Watershed.

Sharon Conservation Commission: Sharon Conservation Commission is hoping to broaden their reach and do more
within the town and region. They hope to continue discussions about longer trail networks within the town and
surrounding towns.  Sharon has created a recreation committee to improve and promote the existing trail network.

Northeast: Northeast is planning to take the Climate Smart Community Pledge at the February board meeting.  They are
beginning work on the construction of a new highway garage on Rt 22 relocating it off the Webatuck Creek where it is
currently. The Cary Institute is offering the Road Salt Forum on February 13th.

Amenia: Amenia is also relocating their highway garage.  The new site will be near the NY DOT highway garage on NY 22.
A brief update on the Kent Hollow Mine was shared.
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Recap of Dutchess County Watershed Roundtable

The summary from the Dutchess County Watershed Roundtable that took place in November was distributed to
Collaborative members. Over 30 people attended, discussing ways that municipalities, agencies, and organizations can
work better together including funding, grant writing, sharing services, and common communication tools.  There is
hope that it can become an annual event.

Attachment: DC Watershed Roundtable Summary

NFWF Long Island Sound Futures Fund Grant

Review of the Watershed Management Planning Process: HVA provided an overview of the Watershed Management
Planning process that has received initial funding from the NFWF Long Island Sound Futures Fund Program, with
emphasis on the role that the TMR Collaborative will play in guiding the planning process.

Refer to attached handout for more information about the Scope of Work/Deliverables. The attachment includes a
project timeline in addition to what was distributed at the meeting.

The grant timeline is 18 months starting Feb. 1st with an option to extend up to 2 years.

Kick off Meeting:

It was agreed that the April TMR Collaborative meeting will serve as kick-off to Watershed Management Planning
process. There was discussion about the format and content of the kickoff meeting, as well as who should be invited and
how to get them there. CCE and FrOGS agreed to help HVA plan the kickoff meeting, and there was general agreement
among municipal representatives that they will help get the word out to the appropriate people in their respective
communities.

Attachments: NFWF LISFF Scope of Work/Deliverables/Timeline
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Ten Mile River Watershed Collaborative Meeting 

October 25, 2018 - 6 PM to 7:30 PM 

Meeting Summary 

Attendees: Maria Grace (HVA); Mike Jastremski (HVA); Lindsay Keener-Eck (HVA); Linda French (Supervisor, Dover); 
Chris Kennan (Northeast Town Board); Erin Hoagland (Dutchess Land Conservancy); Paul Barsik (Sharon Conservation 
Commission); Alanna Burns (Harlem Valley Homestead); Janet Pickering (Dover CAC); George Kaye (Town of Northeast); 
George Massey (Salisbury Land Trust) 
 

Town and Agency Updates:  

Housatonic Valley Association (HVA): Maria Grace begin by announcing the Harlem Valley Rail Trail grant that HVA 
recently received, for an outdoor classroom along the trail. She also mentioned upcoming planting events, one at the 
Harlem Valley Homestead (November 3) and one at Wells Brook in Dover Plains (November 10). 
 
Sharon Conservation Commission: They mentioned wanting to partner soon with Sharon Land Trust soon to do a trail 
brochure. 
Dutchess Land Conservancy: They are working on projects related to purchasing land development rights on farmland, 
such as Meili Farm and Dust and Wind Farm. 
Dover CAC: They are moving along with items from the CSC grant, such as the draft Natural Resources Inventory, the 
stream-crossing inventory, and the greenhouse gas inventory. 
Town of Dover: They are still working on a park that will eventually open up to the Ten Mile River. Cricket Valley 
construction is moving along. 
Cornell Cooperative Extension of Dutchess County: (update by email) They contracted with CERTA to help residents 
reduce energy, and they have a new energy specialist on staff that is available to help residents. On October 29, they will 
host a Low Impact Development (LID) training session. 
Northeast: The town finalized the CSC grant application process and now they are looking at some other elements of the 
CSC certification, such as the solar law (encouraging solar development in areas where they want it). They have also 
been working on a culvert replacement project over the Webatuck Creek (on Lower Mill Road). This project is in its third 
year and they keep encountering obstacles. They finally got all the permitting and started the construction process, but 
then we got all the rain and they had to take the pump out. They are also still working on the highway garage project 
(which includes salt shed relocation). 
Salisbury: They want to talk to Hotchkiss about more involvement in TMR activities. 
 

Maria gave a recap of the TMR Kickoff Meeting and the next steps. Mike said he’d like to have all the TMR ECR info 
gathering done by late January. 

 

Mike gave a presentation on what has been done so far for the Ten Mile Watershed chemical and biological 
monitoring (water quality sampling, macroinvertebrate sampling, and upcoming streamwalks). 
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Ten Mile River Watershed Collaborative Meeting 

January 24, 2019 - 6 PM to 7:30 PM 

Meeting Summary 

Attendees: Maria Grace (HVA); Mike Jastremski (HVA); Lindsay Keener-Eck (HVA); Linda French (Supervisor, Dover); Erin 
Hoagland (Dutchess Land Conservancy); Paul Bacsik (Sharon Conservation Commission); Alanna Burns (Harlem Valley 
Homestead); Josh Viertel (Harlem Valley Homestead); Chris Keenan (North East Town Council); Laurie Wallace (FrOGS); 
Ken Luhman (FrOGS); Michael Peek (Amenia CAC); Vicki Doyle (Amenia Town Council); Victoria Perotti (Supervisor, 
Amenia); Stuart Findlay (Cary Institute for Ecosystem Studies); Michelle Gluck (Cornell Cooperative Extension Dutchess 
County) 
 

Town and Agency Updates:  

 
Town of Dover: Cricket Valley project is moving along; the Dover CAC is reaching out to Amenia and Northeast to discuss 
potential joint projects (i.e., better recycling in the town halls); they recently received a $14,000+ grant for a 
sustainability chapter in the towns Comprehensive Plan from the NY Climate Smart Communities Grant Program. 
F.R.O.G.S: Acquired approximately 1/3 of a mile (94 acres) along the Swamp River in a single parcel; on March 3 they are 
sponsoring a program that is put on by the NY DEC and Putnam County on harmful algal blooms; Maria Grace will get 
the information on the program and circulate it 
Dutchess Land Conservancy: Still working on projects related to purchasing land development rights on farmland, such 
as Meili Farm and Dust and Wind Farm, which will result in 1,100 acres being protected in easements over the next few 
years.  One property is adjacent to the Stone Church preserve.   
Sharon Conservation Commission: Continuing to maintain trails; also considering ideas for upcoming seminars (i.e., one 
about delaying mowing to protect ground nesting birds).  Working with Sharon Land Trust to develop a trail brochure for 
the town. 
Dover CAC: They are moving along with items from the CSC grant, such as the draft Natural Resources Inventory, the 
stream-crossing inventory, and the greenhouse gas inventory. 
Harlem Valley Homestead: Developing plans for agrotourism, they recently presented to the town planning committee; 
they want to run their ideas by HVA staff at some point; they also recently collaborated with HVA for a tree planting 
project; Alanna is developing conservation programs for the summer, they are planning on doing one community 
educational program a month between April and November.  
Town of Amenia: Almost ready to open the Amenia landfill for public access, it will be a park off Route 22 for passive 
recreation activities and will include approximately 3 miles of roads/trails for walking; they also got a CSC grant to create 
a town Road-Stream Crossing Management Plan and for climate resiliency planning; the town CAC had their first 
meeting last week and they are excited to move CSC initiatives forward 
Housatonic Valley Association (HVA):  

• Assisted Amenia and Northeast with their CSC grants;  
• worked on multiple riparian planting projects this past fall (planting approximately 500 plants; they are planning 

planting projects for the spring). 
• received a Trees for Tribs grant for riparian plantings in Austerlitz on the Green River and on Wells Brook, in 

Dover, planning on working with Dover High School students on some of these planting projects. 
• HVA will be conducting streamwalks in the Ten Mile River Watershed in the spring and summer of 2019 to 

identify restoration opportunities (let them know if you have certain stretches of streams that you want HVA 
staff to walk) 
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• HVA is working with Harlem Valley Rail Trail to create an outdoor classroom along the Rail Trail, just north of 
Millerton (less than a quarter mile from the downtown); a major component of the project will be an art-science 
connection, through a partnership with The Wassaic Project; ideally the project will be integrated into local 
schools’ curriculums; planning will occur through 2019 and installation will happen in 2020 

• HVA, Sharon Land Trust, and Salisbury Land Trust are sponsoring a talk on mountain lions in New England on 
February 22 by wildlife researcher Sue Morse.  Maria will circulate information about the talk. 

 

Water Quality Monitoring 

• Mike Jastremski gave a presentation on what has been done so far for the Ten Mile Watershed chemical and 
biological monitoring (water quality sampling, macroinvertebrate sampling, and upcoming streamwalks). 

o Main takeaways: 
 The Ten Mile River is healthy overall 
 There are likely different sources of elevated phosphorus and nitrogen 
 Swamp River did not show the expected impacts 
 More investigation is needed 

o Next steps: 
 Streamwalks to identify restoration opportunities 
 Secure funding for 2019 water quality monitoring 

TMR Watershed Management Plan Existing Conditions Report 

• HVA and CCE are currently working on the Inventory and compiling data for the Existing Conditions Report 
• They are actively looking for data, studies, research, and articles pertinent to the Ten Mile River watershed (and 

not just to water quality, but to all five of the focus areas); they will accept data/info until the end of February. 
Climate Smart Communities 

• HVA is available as a resource to help communities complete Climate Smart Community Action Items.  
• These communities work through a checklist and acquire points, then they make a list of things to 

improve/recommendations, which leads to a ultimate roadmap for implementation/resiliency plan. 
• HVA will facilitate a meeting between Dover, Amenia, and North East to help to work together and coordinate 

action items.   
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Ten Mile River Watershed Collaborative 
Thursday, June 20, 2019 

6:00 PM 
Tabor-Wing House 

3128 Route 22, Dover Plains, NY  
  
 

MEMBER UPDATES: 
 
HVA talked about restoration work in Wells Brook, have planted hundreds of stakes of 
willows and alders to mitigate erosion and runoff and have also been using temperature 
loggers to gauge whether or not it is a cold water habitat. 

○ Trees for tribs grant, a quarter of the way done with it. 
○ Mike says upstream channel has changed drastically in terms of wildlife and 

plants since the beginning. 
● HVA says finished up work with Dover putting together road stream crossing plan and 

evaluations and assessments for them, references the similar work being done in 
Amenia 

● Trout Unlimited: wants more people to do streamside plantings, says that he would like 
to help with any similar projects but says that there is not a ton going on on his end.  

○ Mike: places where willow stakes can be cut closer by 
● Harlem Valley Conservation Alliance- farming, food, hospitality, conservation define the 

Harlem Valley. Ecotourism tour project which will be a destination marketing program 
and plans to have that project dispersed to several different sites in the Harlem Valley. 
Wants to show people what is unique about the harlem valley so that they know of its 
conservation value.  

○ Trying to establish some sort of collaborative to bring in all of the conservancy 
organizations in the area, federal, state, municipal, and private in order to come 
up with projects. Beta platform piloted in May with 20 points of interest on it. All 
projects for sustainable economic development and ecotourism 

■ Potential for more activity on website to promote Harlem valley area  
○ Looking for help in the tenmile watershed, mike says that the HVA is doing 

something similar there.  
○ CAC- Climate smart, chair advanced art program, millerton, Amenia, and Dover 

came together for the CAC alliance, thinking about ways they can work together 
for climate smart.  

○ Mentions Pauling not wanting to be a part of the collaborative,  
● Harlem Valley Homestead- Growing to become educational center for people to have 

hands on experience with eco-based learning. Mentions day spent planting with HVA a 
year ago and says that the plantings are coming in very well. Operating as working farm 
but seeking approval to host hospitality and educational opportunities in the future, as a 
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part of the process they will be working with the HVA, some water monitoring on site and 
get a baseline of what the water is doing in the valley now and how it will change. Also 
looking for areas to improve existing conditions. Hosting public programs and workshops 
this season, says that this is one of the “main arteries of the land” and wants to get 
people familiar with the watershed. Connect people with the river! 

● Northeast and Millerton gotten together to do greenhouse gasses among other things. 
○ Mike asks about water quality improvement grant, she says that combining 

highway garage and the first thing is to put up the salt shed. 
■ Combined highway garage will be sustainable and moved further from 

watershed to hopefully lower runoff, impacting watershed less 
○ Mike offers any help from the collaborative and mentioned streamwalks and he 

wants to walk that reach and get it documented and to get it planned in a detailed 
way, she says it would make good before and after. 

● Town of Amenia, CAC meeting last night, “supercharged about everything”. Talking 
about revisiting ideas about an NRI that was being worked on. Is interested in whether or 
not documents are helpful because they are thinking about publishing the NRI.  

○ Mike is not sure of the status of the NRI 
○ Extensive habitat study which would be a component of the NRI but is not itself 

the NRI 
■ Stancey references hearing that there was talk of an NRI for every town, 

michael isn’t sure. 
○ NRI has been drafted but not actually finalized. 

● Town of Sharon- Trying to change direction of sharon conservation commission, needs 
people that will be willing to help with his project. WCCAA meetings in Kent, air monitors 
arrived yesterday. CT DEEP wants to participate in monitoring data from these units. If 
theres an inversion, can go to albany and asking for something to be done about it 
because of these monitors.  

● Dutchess Land Conservancy- Working on farmland protection projects, purchased 
development rights for conservation easements on the farms, 700 acres most of which 
will close by the end of next year. Yesterday closed wetland 9 acre preserve by lowland 
preservancy, assessing some impacts farms are having on the Webatuck and may be 
working with the landowners after the project is closed. 

● Friends of the Great Swamp: Planning on stream sampling in July and is looking for 
volunteers. Also mentioned a completed project on 400 acres of swamp river (?) - 
looking to protect 1200 acres 

○ Mike offers collaboration with the assessments because the HVA has done 
similar things in the same area.  

● CCE Duchess County- Recently had biodiversity and GIS forum, have been doing a lot 
of work with climate smart communities at the county level, working to help duchess 
county among others with submittals. Ten Mile inventory with HVA 
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WATERSHED PLAN: 
Working at gathering information and assisting research and planning. Inventory piece is 
done. Trying to extract things that are relevant to the planning process. Also working on 
streamwalks on priority stretches.  
Would like to do more water quality monitoring, data is being monitored by DEC and will 

get certified by PEERS programs. After that the DEC can use the data that is collected. 

Water quality data from summer 2018 was evaluated by DEC → 16 sites 6 times last year 

compared to DECs 2 sites over 8 years. Existing conditions report for watershed will come 

back to everybody and be finalized and be used to develop revisions and put together 

goals and then the implementation plan after that. Once done it gets combined with the 

Existing conditions report which will go out to the public and other organizations and 

then there will be a comment period.  
○ Michelle and Brian: > 90 references sent in that make up inventory (news 

articles, economic and agricultural plans...). Hazard mitigation documents, now 
are going through each document and pulling out usefull information. All 
components are being organized into 7 different categories in the existing 
conditions report 

■ Background 
● Town comprehensive plans 

○ Include habitats, demographics, goals and values of 
communities and overview of natural resource use in 
communities 

■ Water quality 
● Stream assessments 

○ chemisty , physical impairments (salt or facility on side of 
river), biological assessments 

■ Flood damage prevention 
● Hazard mitigation plans 
● Army corps of engineer reports 

○ Floodplain protection 
○ Historical and current flow 

● Culvert assessments 
■ Natural Heritage 

● Biodiversity assessments (very important) 
● Natural resources inventory 

○ Habitat types  
○ Biodiversity 

● Conservation plans 
○ protected land: by who and how is it protected 
○ Zoning and regulations 

■ Agriculture heritage 
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● Agricultural and farm protection plans 
○ Types and amounts of farmlands (hay farms, cattle) 
○ Open space buffers: good for parks and wildlife areas and 

is a way to combine the two 
○ BMPs 

■ Outdoor recreation 
● Trail maps/ inventory 
● Railtrails 
● Fishing opportunities 
● Public lands and parks 
● Anything that people would be interested in and come here to use 

■ Economic opportunities 
● Tourism 

○ Fishing 
○ Hiking 
○ Wildlife viewing 

● Residential Draw 
○ Community  
○ Parks 

● Leveraging idea that this is something the towns will want to move 
forward 

● Taking 9 years or so of documents and compiling the information 
for the existing conditions report 

○ 3 step process: raw resources, filter it, put it into the 
document 

○ Kathy- Question: are we up to date on the rail trail continuing up to Coapeke 
■ Should be open in year 
■ Information that they would want to include and want this to be included in 

the proper section of the report, wants updates 
■ Non profit group working on it with Oblong Books 

○ Stancy- Asks for updates on extension and education projects 
■ Still back and forth but it has potential and the construction is ongoing 
■ Will be located at the bridge in millerton 

● Bridge being rebuilt and widened and there is going to be an 
outdoor education classroom on one side and rail trail on the other 
side. Has opened ideas about how they will attack the educational 
aspect of it and how to get people involved 

○ Mike-Asks Potential of connecting the AT and the Rail trail? 
■ Conversations about greenways and pathways and they have been 

talking about a connective trail coming through Boys park. Connector 
trails not long and have been talking about changing or creating bicycle 
routes.  

■ Still river situation where there are completed stretches of greenway but 
they are not connected 
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■ Stancy says that the project is about connecting everything into the 
Harlem valley, a lot of potential for connectivity. Could have rail trail 
merge into tenmile. 

■ Mike mentions flagship projects for all of the areas 
● Unified Stream Assessment- protocol for streamwalks. Assessed 30 miles in Still River 

and adapted it for tenmile. Designed specifically for urban stream and corridor 
assessments but forms have been added for agriculture and recreation forms because 
they’re looking for both restoration and recreation opportunities. Rapid assessment used 
to identify environmental impacts and identify restoration opportunities. 

○ Divide watershed into manageable sections 
■ 5 tributaries 
■ Mainstream 
■ Want 5 mile subwatershed ideally but that number increased for tenmile 

watershed (1200 miles of stream) 
● To identify important reaches to assess we looked at 

○ Impervious surfaces 
■ Streams butting up against pavement, buildings, 

and prioritizing those reaches 
○ Property ownership 

■ Whether it is private or public 
■ Anything that would be good for a partnership 

○ Aerial imagery 
■ Similar characteristics for stream stretches 

● Divide up reaches to 0.3-1 mile, train staff, and send letters to 
private owners 

■ USA documents impacts along stream corridors, each of the 11 impacts 
has its own data sheet and a GPS point associated with it so they can be 
pinpointed. Also photos so that they can be shown to the potential 
partners 

● Outfalls- suspicious, any excess algae, growth, smell, oil, test 
water from suspicious pipes. 

● Severe Erosion- where it threatens infrastructure 
● Impacted Buffer- Invasive plants, impervious covers near stream, 

and turf mowing and the solution is usually the same 
● Channel Modification 
● Utilities in the stream corridor  
● Trash and Debris-truckload or more 
● Stream Crossing- Dont use unified stream protocol, same protocol 

used in culverts as streamwalks 
● Dam- obsolete dams that are no longer serving their original 

purpose because they could become good restoration projects 
● Recreation- opportunities for recreation as well as barriers 
● Agricultural Impacts- record where there are impacts coming from 

farms, material or equipment storage near stream, livestock 
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access, what activities are happening that could negatively affect 
the stream 

● Each impact has a code:  
B P B - 4 - I B 3 

 Watershed - Reach no. - Impact code & no.  
● HVA created fillable electronic versions of each field sheet so that 

we can collect data using tablet computers, tablets used in 
conjunction with GPS that will be used to take photos of each 
impact and collect geospatial information. Used to determine in 
the end which areas were actually good opportunities and which 
ones were just mildly concerning things that were noted (filter out 
for more important restoration opportunities) 

● Restoration projects with locals follow. Ex: buffer planting in 
Bethel, CT 

○ Question: is data available to public? 
■ Yes, Goal: to create public storyline for entire 

watershed and a map with points so that anybody 
can look at it and see what impacts are near them. 
(Interactive map where you can scroll over, see 
picture, brief info of reach, impacts) Not finished. 

■ 3 miles done in Ten Mile 
● CT stretches of Tenmile is not eligible for funding but another 

grant is still good so they’re trying to get it done as much as 
possible 

● Site in Pauling possibly too, doesn’t have much maybe a little over 
a mile. Currently surveying in Sharon, CT as well. Water and 
wastewater outfall area in particular but all stream miles in the 
town. Will encompass the sewage treatment plant 

○ Jim referenced testing an outfall farter upstream that did 
not have very many contaminants but the housatonic is still 
contaminated so the origin of the contamination has to be 
somewhere in between. 

● Mike hoping to get streamwalks done by end of the summer. 
○ Other people expressed interest in going on streamwalks 

● Kathy- asks about weed harvester and whether or not there is an 
impact associated with it 

● Interested in getting feedback:  
1. potential reaches with high priority based on impacts we 
hear about (weed harvester, salt shed)  
 2. Ideas for restoration projects we can start/plan 

● Harlem valley climate smart communities- Art exhibition. Seems like good opportunity to 
work regionally and reach out to those interested in creative opportunities to address the 
whole situation, deadline for submissions coming up on August 15. Trying to get as 
many people as possible in Amenia to work on this.  
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○ Stancy asks about translating the literature into Spanish.  
○ Michelle asks about whether or not the artists have to live in the actual town and 

the answer was ideally but not necessarily. 
○ Talked about other things that we could do regionally such as flood risk 

modeling. 
● HVA climate stuff- wrapping up Dovers climate-smart project and road stream crossing 

plan. Not sure of the timeline for recommendations. Work in Northeast, Millerton, and 
Amenia, not started evaluation of existing programs with. Working on giving UConn 
information for flood risk modeling and setting up inventory for towns by the end of the 
year for projects. Almost completed with Amenia road-stream crossing assessments  

● Greenhouse gas inventory- municipalities come together, walk through process together 
and come up with the inventory instead of doing it fragmented. Duchess county looking 
at doing this and hopefully with 9 other municipalities. Dover is completed, potential for 
Amenia to start 

○ Kathy- Asks about new refrigerant deals as part of the new greenhouse gas 
regulations. Says that at a conference it was discussed that they were going to 
add it to the list. 

● Harlem Valley Conservation Alliance- One of 3 areas of geotourism project. Idea that 
specific conservation/regional partnership that will focus specifically on Harlem Valley to 
give the area a voice. Typically has had no voice at state level and also have 
coordinated effort to preserve large landscape that goes up and down the harlem valley. 
Wants to be able to come together as a group and advocate for parcels or projects.  

○ Interested in project to conserve open space around AT, important habitat for 
wildlife 

○ Mike adds that idea of bringing people from outside of the region like this is 
something that the collaborative is suited to do. Could be good collaboration.  

● Grant Opportunities 
○ Regional economic development council have 20/100 points to allocate to 

whatever proposal they want and they got too few points to get funding (needed 
5 more points to be funded).  Need more help from state and local level for some 
ongoing and proposed projects. Mike wants to build in more specific projects that 
focus on areas that we want to develop. Water quality, flood management, 
biodiversity management, wants projects clearly focused on those that 
encompass some of the other main goals and that could help get funding. 

■ Additional work to do in Wells Brook with stormwater retrofit but what are 
some projects coming from geotourism 

■ Stancy- waterfront revitalization projects, talks about a property in Dover 

across from recreation area that the town owns and she thinks that it 

would be a perfect spot for a fishing and canoe and kayak guiding service. 

People in town would help with that. Not enough access to river there. 
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Bringing in rental service companies, fishing would ↑ economic impact of 

Dover 
● Mike thinks that we need a narrative level of detail to get funding 

● Also looking for collaborative level letter that all members can sign into for any proposals 
under the CFA (Consolidated Funding Application). Letter will mention proposals and 
regions in need in order to get the aforementioned points 

● Recommendation: having chief executives reaching out to the REDC. 
● Deadline for CFA July 26 
● Mike asks everybody to look at the abstract and comment on it. 
● Kathy mentions Appalachian Trail Grant: matching 50:50 

-expand area around AT, conserve 
-unsure about deadline for grant (around 7/21/19) 
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TMR Collaborative Meeting 
Amenia Town Hall  
February 5, 2020; 6:30 PM   

Attendees: Victoria Perotti (Town of Amenia), Chris Kennan (Town of North East), Brad Barclay (DC Dept. 
Planning & Development), Michael Peek (Amenia CAC), Christy Gast (Amenia CAC), Kathy Chow 
(NE/Millerton CAC), Eliot Ramos (Millerton CAC), Becky Thornton (Dutchess Land Conservancy), 
Laurie Wallace (FroGS), Bill Wallace (FroGS), Carolyn Klocker (CCE Dutchess County), Mike Jastremski 
(HVA), Amanda Cabanillas (HVA), Sharon Kroeger (Stakeholder/WHAC), Kenneth Liegner (citizen) 

Partner Updates 
Amenia (Michael Peek):  

• Shared with group that HVA has completed the RSX inventory and looking forward to planning 
prioritization workshop. 

North East (Kathy Chow):  
• North East is working toward conducting a biodiversity study.  

FroGS (Laurie Wallace):  
• FroGS is working on access to Brinton Brook.  
• Reports problems with three invasive weeds—blooms thicken to point of not being able to 

navigate canoes in June and July. Have grant money to sample this coming summer (three 
locations on East Branch of Croton and two locations on Swamp River) for N and P. Possibility to 
test for road salts as well, following Cary Institute protocol. Invasives not present closer to 
Croton Reservoir, so little interest from NYC gov. 
Can share names of invasives as well as macro data with collaborative. 

o Also noted that local beavers do not appear to be producing young. 

CCE DC (Carolyn Klocker):  
• Upcoming (Feb 25) CAC and EMC Roundtable for communities to share plans for 2020. This year 

will feature educational component—explaining launch of Dutchess Single-use Plastic Pollution 
Prevention Campaign and how work goes beyond “bag ban”. Working on getting businesses to 
commit to reducing/eliminating use of single-use plastics. 

• Working on “Learn Your Land” project for private landowners and municipalities to protect 
biodiversity by learning to utilize GIS tools.  

• CSC work continues—now beginning to work with new communities. 
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Dutchess County Dept. of Planning and Development (Brad Barclay): 

• Dutchess County has received Bronze Level CSC certification. 
• Currently working on a Green House Gas Inventory of nine communities— including Amenia. 

Dover and North East could potentially participate.  
• Closed on three farm easements—two more to go (with help from Seven Wells Brook property 

also on the table for open space acquisition. Thinking of creating through Stone Church 
connection rather than new point of entry. 

Dutchess Land Conservancy (Becky Thornton): 

• Working on two more farm easements (Lundale, 300 acres; one other in Oblong Valley). 
• Working to get Congress to expand boundaries of Highlands Conservation Act (current coverage 

terminates at Pawling)—looking for towns interested in signing on in support. Funding 
reauthorization begins in 2021—lobbying beginning now. 

HVA (Mike Jastremski):  

• Introducing new NY Watershed Manager, Amanda Cabanillas. 
• Spring plantings (live stakes) planned for Saturdays 3/14 and 3/28 at Wells Brook and Harlem 

Valley Homestead. 
• HVA has created inventory of all immediately available documents for CSRP checklist for Town 

of North East/Village of Millerton and Town of Amenia. Waiting on final additions before moving 
on to next steps.  

• Work on Ten Mile River Existing Conditions Report continues. 
TMR Watershed Plan (HVA) 

Watershed Plan Overview  

• Five focus areas established by stakeholders at June 2018 kick off meeting—Climate Resilience, 
Recreation Enhancement and Promotion, Water Quality, Natural Heritage, and 
Agriculture/Natural Resource Management.  

• Ten Mile River Existing Conditions Report (ECR) synthesizes existing research and 
planning while integrating new research (data collected during stream walks to identify 
and prioritize potential restoration opportunities; 2018 water quality monitoring—
testing and macro community sampling) to describe current state of watershed in 
cohesive report. 

o Draft ECR will be circulated to stakeholders with public outreach to follow. 
• TMR Collaborative will use final ECR to develop shared Visions and Goals for watershed—used 

as guide for remainder of Plan development and implementation. 
• Implementation Strategy will identify and prioritize 15-20 construction projects and non-

construction programs—conceptualizing and sketching out plans and summaries, developing 
pollution reduction estimates and describing community benefits, and provide rough cost 
benefits. Detailed implementation strategies will be created for high-priority projects and 
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programs (3-5 small construction projects, 1-2 large construction projects, and two programs all 
selected by TMRC). 

ECR 

• Attendees provided with copies of outlines of ECR sections for two of the five focus areas 
(Natural Heritage and Recreation Enhancement/Promotion)—HVA is currently working on 
populating the outlines and creating drafts to complete draft ECR. 

• Currently establishing advisory groups to review and comment on outlines and drafts. Those 
who signed up on sheets will be contacted soon. 

• Anticipate two reviews for each section; one at outline phase, one once outline is populated 

• Shooting to have ECR complete and ready for Vision/Goals workshop in May 

Climate Smart Communities 

North East/ Millerton (Chow) 

• Flood Risk data received from UConn—HVA is currently working on Inventory Document and 
expects to have that finished by the end of the month. 

• CSRP tool: HVA has compiled relevant existing documents; waiting on last minute additions. This 
step will help feed into climate resilience chapter of ECR. 

• Climate art exhibits had good community response. 
Amenia (Peek) 

• HVA has completed crossing inventory. Next move will be to schedule prioritization workshop. 
• CSRP tool: HVA has compiled relevant existing documents; waiting on last minute additions. This 

step will help feed into climate resilience chapter of ECR. 
Possibility for Amenia and North East to collaborate on NRI—CSC grants. 

Dutchess County Dept. of Planning (Barclay) 

• Climate task force has been established—working on prioritizing action.  
• CFA for Climate Action Planning Initiative to complete GHG inventory over next 16 months. 

Inventory being done on government operations (community inventory involves more 
calculations and statistics compared to the review of usage- more straight forward assessment-  
for gov).  

o Communities coming together each month to compile and interpret data Will look to 
establishing action items that will reduce impacts.  

• County looking to get Silver Certification 
CCE DC (Klocker) 

• Working with communities to acquire at least Bronze level certification.  
• Noted that available grants will cover software use for GHG inventory. 

o Suggests that North East and Amenia can contact Europa to participate in workshops. 
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Upcoming Grant Opportunities (HVA) 

• CT CWA Section 319—for CT portion of TMR (Mill Brook—Webatuck trib= impaired); due Feb 27, 
2020. 

• LWRP—2019 application was unsuccessful but received 65/80 points. NYDOS offered very 
positive feedback. Encouraged to apply again and utilize MHREDC for feedback ahead of RFP 
(May).   

Planning TMR Collaborative Meetings 2020 

• Establish advisory groups for each section of the ECR and meet in March. Sign up sheets were 
there and individuals who signed up will be contacted to schedule meet up. 

• Plan to circulate Draft ECR by mid-April—meet to review? 
• Finalize ECR and meet as collaborative in May for Visions and Goals workshop. 

Recreation Map Markup 

• Attendees were invited to mark up map with known river access points as well as potential 
project ideas. 

Adjourn. 
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The meetings listed below were conducted virtually via Zoom. While there are no physical sign-in sheets, meeting 

facilitators documented attendees through the chat function of the application.  

 

 November 20, 2020 

Chris Kennan (Northeast, Supervisor), Kathy Chow (Northeast, CAC), Katie Palmer-House (Dover, Clerk), Evan Van 

Hook (Dover, CAC & HVCA), Michael Peek (Amenia, CAC), Laurie Wallace (FroGS), Erin Hoagland (Dutchess Land 

Conservancy), George Massey (Salisbury Land Trust), Pat Crisci (MH Trout Unlimited), Michelle Gluck (CCEDC), 

Brad Barclay (DC Planning), Sarah Ammirato (Northwest Conservation District), Bob Adams (NYSDEC Fisheries), 

Mike Humphreys (CT DEEP Fisheries), Susan Peterson (CT DEEP Water), Beth Goldstein (US Fish and Wildlife Ser-

vice), Lynn Martin (Harlem Valley Homestead), Mike Jastremski (HVA), Amanda Cabanillas (HVA)  

 

 February 18, 2021  

Chris Kennan (North East, Supervisor), Kathy Chow (North East, CAC), Eliot Ramos (North East, CAC), Katie Palmer-

House (Dover, Clerk), Janet Pickering (Dover, CAC), Vicki Doyle (Amenia, CAC), Laurie Wallace (FroGS), George 

Massey (Salisbury Land Trust), Mark Chipkin (Hurds Corner Civic Association), Pat Crisci (MH Trout Unlimited), 

Brad Barclay (DC Planning), Sarah Ammirato (Northwest Conservation District), Bob Adams (NYSDEC Fisheries), 

Mike Humphreys (CT DEEP Fisheries), Susan Peterson (CT DEEP Water), Zachary Kapple (Harlem Valley Home-

stead), Mike Jastremski (HVA), Lindsay Larson (HVA), Amanda Cabanillas (HVA)  

 

 April 9, 2021  

Chris Kennan (North East, Supervisor), Kathy Chow (North East, CAC), Katie Palmer-House (Dover, Clerk), Janet 

Pickering (Dover, CAC), Evan Van Hook (Dover, CAC), Vicki Doyle (Amenia, CAC), Laurie Wallace (FroGS), Erin Hoa-

gland (Dutchess Land Conservancy), Brad Barclay (DC Planning), Michelle Gluck (Dutchess County CCE), Sarah Am-

mirato (Northwest Conservation District), Bob Adams (NYSDEC Fisheries), Mike Humphreys (CT DEEP Fisheries), 

Zachary Kapple (Harlem Valley Homestead), Mike Jastremski (HVA), Amanda Cabanillas (HVA)  
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TMR Collaborative  
Virtual Meeting via Zoom 

November 30, 2020; 9:00 AM 
 
 
 
Attendees 

Chris Kennan (Northeast, Supervisor), Kathy Chow (Northeast, CAC), Katie Palmer-House (Dover, Clerk), 
Evan Van Hook (Dover, CAC & HVCA), Michael Peek (Amenia, CAC),  Laurie Wallace (FroGS), Erin Hoagland 
(Dutchess Land Conservancy), George Massey (Salisbury Land Trust), Pat Crisci (MH Trout Unlimited), 
Michelle Gluck (CCEDC), Brad Barclay (DC Planning), Sarah Ammirato (Northwest Conservation District), 
Bob Adams (NYSDEC Fisheries), Mike Humphreys (CT DEEP Fisheries), Susan Peterson (CT DEEP Water), 
Beth Goldstein (US Fish and Wildlife Service), Lynn Martin (Harlem Valley Homestead), Mike Jastremski 
(HVA), Amanda Cabanillas (HVA) 

Partner Updates  

US Fish and Wildlife Service: Great Thicket National Wildlife Refuge - one of few refuges established in 
last 10yrs. Ten focus areas across six states (New England: ME, NH, MA, CT, RI, & NY). Northern Housatonic 
Focus Area (NHFA) located in NY, covers ~34k acres and includes part of TMR watershed. First parcel for 
the Refuge was in NHFA - donated by The Nature Conservancy in 2016. Additional parcel acquired in CT 
earlier this year. 

• All focus areas have large area with “target acre ceiling” of 2k acres - working with partners to find 
best areas for land acquisition. Currently working with HVA and OSI. Welcoming new partnerships 

• Land criteria/land acquisition priorities:  
o Threatened/endangered species habitat (e.g. bog turtle, New England cottontail, and some 

waterfowl)  
o Landscape connectivity 

Town of Northeast: Have been highly active in working toward CSC certification. 
• Working on completing Road-Stream Crossing Management Plan - waiting on community input to 

finalize report  
• Focused work on Webatuck - moving highway garage operations and sand/salt storage away from 

the banks (removing 1 potential hazard to water quality!)  
• Looking at road-stream crossing priorities – particularly where tributary flows under the rail trail. 

An old, falling-down bridge impedes flow and contributes to flooding in Village of Millerton 

Friends of the Great Swamp:  
• Pawling sewage plant is going online completely soon – a project that has been years in the making 

between Town of Pawling and NYSDEC.   
• Potential rezoning along Swamp River causing pollution concerns (oil, grease - stormwater). 

Connecting with Hudson River Watershed Alliance to discuss green infrastructure.  
• New activity at old psych center, but nothing presented to town or planning board. Concerns over 

where the sewage going. SPDES never issued. 
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Harlem Valley Conservation Alliance:  Harlem Valley Conservation Alliance (HVCA), an informal, non-
incorporated conservation group has been trying to find priority legislative actions that they can 
collectively advocate for. Working to identify top priority conservation targets while aligning with the 
economic development plans of the communities. Seeking to understand applicability of Great Thicket 
focus area. 

Dutchess County Planning:  
• Partnership for Manageable Growth program pays up to 50% for Farmland Preservation and Open 

Space Acquisition Projects. Also contributes to infrastructure projects. Multiple projects currently 
underway in the Harlem Valley:  

o Glendale Farm has had funding awarded – County waiting to close on property  
o Lopane Farm still needs to go in front of legislature 
o Working on Farmland Preservation for Perotti Homestead Farm this year 
o Seven Wells property – awarded project & paid 50% to acquire from Crane. Property is 

across from Nellie Hill.  
o Program also contributed funds to Pawling Wastewater Treatment Plant 

• HVRT should be finished by the end of the year. 26 miles- Wassaic train station to Copake Falls 
o Christopher Kennan adds: “I just want to add on to what Brad mentioned about the Harlem 

Valley Rail Trail, most of the new section is now open, and the section going north from White 
House Crossing Rd is really spectacular.  I hope everyone with an interest will find a way to 
explore and experience it.  We still need to find better parking opportunities, but in the 
meantime there is parking along the road” 
 

NYS Department of Environmental Conservation- Region 3 Fisheries:  
• Trout Stream Management Plan recently approved 

o Legislation still under public review. ~5 more weeks for public comment 

Town of Dover:  
• Town of Dover received Bronze Level Climate Smart Certification in September 
• Town transferring 6-acre parcel in Wingdale to FroGS 

CT Department of Energy and Environmental Protection- Inland Fisheries:  
• Stocking and monitoring fish populations in lower half-mile of the Ten Mile since 2000 (a catch-

and-release area).  
o Stocked with rainbow and brown trout in 2020, but no electrofishing monitoring (no crew)  

• Have placed temperature data loggers at same location at mouth of river for 20 years 
o Currently crunching numbers and putting though significance testing.  
o Seeing significant warming trend in summery statistics (July and Aug mean, and max 

summer temps)—expected with climate change 

Town of Amenia: CAC recently regrouped  
• Working on the Road-Stream Crossing Management Plan – will be scheduling the Prioritization 

Workshop  
• Continuing work to complete the Climate Smart Resiliency Planning Tool 
• Thinking of projects for the TMR Watershed Management Plan 
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Cornell Cooperative Extension of Dutchess County:   
• New executive director at CCEDC, Dr. Michael Woods. Previously County Director at University of 

Illinois Extension 
• Continuing with supporting communities working on CSC next year—assessing which 

municipalities they are working with through Climate Smart Resilience Partnership 
• New funding and capacity building support opportunities through pilot program, Lifeboats HV. NYS 

CSC program for cities, towns, and villages who are pursuing climate smart certification, but have 
not yet received bronze level. Applications due December 14.  

• June’s virtual series, “Learn Your Land”, through County partnership. Relevant to watershed 
management and important to share. Included three sessions: 

o 1st = ecological principals in stewardship 
o 2nd = identifying, inventorying, and mapping your property 
o 3rd = land management techniques 

Northwest Conservation District: New to Collaborative- representing Northwest Conservation District 
and Natural Resource Conservation Service CT field office 

CT Department of Energy and Environmental Protection- Bureau of Water Protection and Land 
Reuse: Has worked with HVA on watershed  planning in Danbury (Still River) and Newtown (Pootatuck) – 
following and supporting efforts in CT side of TMR watershed  

Dutchess Land Conservancy: DLC is working on 6 projects, totaling 923 acres (have County support)  
• one is a donated conservation easement 
• four are Farmland Protection projects 
• one is an Open Space Acquisition: Crane Seven Wells 

o contains valuable water resources  
 Tributaries to the Webatuck  
 Zone 1 and Zone 2 aquifer recharge areas  

o Unique ecology to be protected 
o Doubling size of Stone Church Preserve= exciting outdoor recreation opportunity  

Mid-Hudson Trout Unlimited: Mid-Hudson Trout Unlimited (national non-profit organization) has ~300 
members in the Dutchess County, ~300k members nationally. Work to protect and conserve coldwater 
fisheries and watersheds. Working with HVA to plant riparian buffers along TMR and Wells Brook – looking 
forward to continuing 

Housatonic Valley Association:  
• HVA working to finish Watershed Plan: 

o Currently finishing ECR, and identifying and developing projects for the Implementation 
Strategy.  

• Finished RSCMP for Town of Northeast and Village of Millerton; working to get Prioritization 
Workshop on the calendar for Amenia  

• Working to finish running Climate Smart Resiliency Planning Tool W 
• Plantings completed despite COVID 

o One with Dutchess County Soil and Water Conservation District and volunteers from MHTU 
(+Mike Humphreys) - 400 plants on Ten Mile (recent stream restoration project)  

o 100 plants on Well Brook behind Dover Plaza- again completed with help from MHTU and 
Mike Humphreys (volunteers) 
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TMR Watershed Plan Update from HVA  

Process Overview 
• June 2018: kick off and scoping meeting with TMRC and stakeholders 

o Identified five focus areas of the Plan: Water Quality, Climate Change/Flood Resilience, 
Agriculture and Natural resource Protection, Natural Heritage, and Recreation 
Enhancement 

• Begin gathering all existing research and plans for the Existing Conditions Report (ECR). Conduct 
Unified Stream Assessments (USA) and water quality monitoring – combine with existing data. 
Synthesize all into ECR – one chapter for each focus area 

• Collaborative to use ECR to develop vision statement and goals for Vision and Goals part of the plan 
• Identify projects and programs to be included in the Implementation Strategy  
• Combine all sections into Draft Watershed Management Plan; share for comment from 

Collaborative 
• Begin circuit ride to bring to public attention/comment solicitation  

Progress 
• All plans and documents identified for the ECR 
• HVA looked at ~25 miles of stream to conduct USA stream walks 
• One full season of water quality sampling at 16 sites throughout the watershed in 2018 
• Four of the five ECR chapters are in draft form. Collaborative members encouraged to review and 

submit feedback:https://www.dropbox.com/sh/2n5key739rzhwdv/AAClBZYIAZ52Gh1MYTYvYsrba?dl=0 
o Recreation: Lists existing parks and trails; identifies popular outdoor sports and associated 

clubs; most recent fish stocking data from DEC and DEEP; discusses economic potential of 
sustainable growth in outdoor recreation 

o Water Quality: provides background on how surface waters are protected; describes land 
use and hydrologic conditions for each subbasin; synthesizes water quality monitoring 
reports and data collected in 2018 

o Natural Heritage: draws on knowledge from HVA's Land Protection team, NYS 
Comprehensive Wildlife Conservation Strategy Plan, & Natural Resource Inventories; lists 
significant habitats and conservation priority species; identifies potential threats and 
conservation efforts 

o Agriculture: provides historical overview and trends of agricultural production; identifies 
potential threats to resources and potential water quality impacts; lists resources for 
farmers and producers in NY and CT 

• HVA has started communicating with partners and assembling list of potential projects and 
programs for the Implementation Strategy 

Timeline to Plan Completion 
• January 

o Complete Draft ECR; circulate: Jan. 4th 
o Review period ends: Jan. 22nd 

• February 
o Collaborative meeting (Vision & Goals): TBD- 1st week  
o Complete draft Vision & Goals; circulate: Feb. 22nd 

• March 
o Collaborative meeting (approve Vision & Goals; finalize list of projects for Implementation 

Strategy): TBD- 1st week 
o Complete draft Implementation Strategy; circulate: Mar. 17th 
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• April 
o Implementation Strategy review period ends: Apr. 2nd 
o Update Implementation Strategy; combine with ECR and Vision & Goals for draft Watershed 

Management Plan: Apr. 9th 
o Management Plan circuit ride begins: Apr. 21 

• May 
o Collaborative meeting (review draft Plan): TBD- 1st week  
o Finalize Plan for NFWF deliverable: May 14th 
o NFWF final report: May 31st 

• June 
o Public comment ends: end of month 

Vision & Goals Workshop 
• Use the draft ECR to brainstorm which elements of each focus area we want to be included in the 

vision statement and goals for the Watershed Plan 
o Subcommittee takes ideas from group and turns into language for vision statement and 

language for goals 
o Collaborative regroups to review and come to consensus on final language 

• How can this process be most engaging during COVID? 
o Evan suggests possibility of finding outside facilitator 
o Susan suggests sharing Vision/Goals statement from other watershed plans to illustrate 

what this part of the process could look like  
• Subcommittee signups: 

o Bob A, DEC 
o Pat C, MHTU 
o Evan VH, HVCA 
o Sarah A, NWCD 
o Rich Yeno (Katie said he would be interested), Town of Dover 

Implementation Strategy 
• HVA currently communicating with partners to establish list of construction projects and non-

construction programs. Collaborative members encouraged to share ideas until first week of March 
• Collaborative will rank items to identify priority projects and programs 

o Most competitive will address multiple focus areas of the Watershed Plan (view slides for 
examples) 

• Comments on projects: 
o Brad: Consider and address legacy contamination when looking at project areas 
o Susan: NRCS has an Emergency Watershed program where private structures and/or septic 

system threatened.  However, NRCS will only restore to pre-existing condition.  They may 
also do more hard armoring, depending on the situation 

o Evan: programs to share research and identify areas for conservation easements 
o HVA has talked with CCEDC to conceptualize Ten Mile River Connections program – using 

existing No Child Left Inside and Still River Watershed Connections programs as inspiration 

Climate Smart Communities  
• Brad: Co-coordinator for DC CSC efforts, Climate Action Planning Institute (CAPI) program through 

CFA funding. Nine municipalities working to inventory GHG and develop Climate Action Plan. 
Working with HVREDC to develop the Plan waiting for DEC contract through. Contact Brad of 
Michelle (mg822@cornell.edu) with questions. 
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o Amenia currently involved  
o Dover has completed most of work 

• Michelle: Lifeboat HV grant opportunity (6 month program) funds Ulster, Dutchess, Columbia, and 
Greene municipalities that are just starting CSC process. Assists in developing facilitation skills and 
provides educational trainings (climate science topics). Offers $8k for stipend to fund CSC 
coordinator (stipend could also be used for actions and projects) 

o CCEDC providing CSC assessment through this program 
• Susan: CT has "Sustainable CT" which includes climate change components.  It's optional for 

communities to join and run through Eastern CT State University. 
 
 
Next Steps/Action Items 

• Collaborative members asked to review draft chapters of the ECR and submit feedback 
o Comment period ends January 22 

• Collaborative members asked to submit ideas for projects and programs to go into the 
Implementation Strategy 

o Finalize list- first week of March 
• Establish subcommittee for workshopping Vision & Goals by second week of January 
• Full Collaborative meets again first week of February for Vision & Goals Workshop 
• Vision & Goals subcommittee completes draft statements by February 22 
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TMR Collaborative 
Vision and Goals Brainstorming Workshop 

via Zoom 

February 18, 2021; 10:00 AM 

Attendees 
Chris Kennan (North East, Supervisor), Kathy Chow (North East, CAC), Eliot Ramos (North East, CAC), Katie 
Palmer-House (Dover, Clerk), Janet Pickering (Dover, CAC), Vicki Doyle (Amenia, CAC),  Laurie Wallace 
(FroGS), George Massey (Salisbury Land Trust), Mark Chipkin (Hurds Corner Civic Association), Pat Crisci 
(MH Trout Unlimited), Brad Barclay (DC Planning), Sarah Ammirato (Northwest Conservation District), Bob 
Adams (NYSDEC Fisheries), Mike Humphreys (CT DEEP Fisheries), Susan Peterson (CT DEEP Water), 
Zachary Kapple (Harlem Valley Homestead), Mike Jastremski (HVA), Lindsay Larson (HVA), Amanda 
Cabanillas (HVA) 

Vision & Goals Brainstorming Results by Focus Area 

Water Quality:  
• How do we define “water quality”?

o Chemical/biological metrics?
o Most people aren’t thinking about the science, but they understand Gestalt, i.e. “stream health”

• The Ten Mile and its tributaries are an integral part of watershed communities.
o Important to people from the Harlem Valley and beyond- “if we build it, they will come”.
o Clean water is essential to streams being attractive to watershed residents and visitors/a focal

point of watershed communities.
o Attention and respect from watershed residents and visitors is essential to keeping water clean

• Fish and wildlife are protected/restored (specific mention of restoring/maintaining cold-water habitat).
o Aquatic habitats are connected to allow for climate adaptation.
o Upstream forests are conserved to protect water quality.
o Tributaries (Swamp River) are home to “rich biodiversity”.

 Species and habitats are “canaries in the coal mine” for water quality
o We should look at land use, riparian cover and stream temperature to plan outreach to

streamside landowners.
• Residents are aware of the way their actions can harm or restore water quality: e.g., “they use

environmentally-friendly products”.
o “The whole system is affected by what people do, even drinking water”.
o Education and engagement lead Residents to an understanding of the value of a healthy

watershed and river, and their role in achieving that.
o Emphasize “co-benefits” of efforts to protect water quality.

 E.g., Drinking water, flood damage prevention (property and public infrastructure),
urban reforesting
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o More outreach to residents who have outsized influence. 
 Streamside landowners 
 Encourage and educate rather than mandate. 

o Youth are involved in water quality protection.   
o “River access is a great educational tool”. 

 Easy access is an asset but could be enhanced- need to take advantage of this. 
 TMR and tribs “flow right through these communities”. 
 E.g., Rail-Trail in Millerton- brings people into “visual proximity” with Webatuck Creek. 
 People see, smell, generally sense the health of streams. 

• “The good news is that TMR waters are clean”. 
o Keep what’s healthy, healthy- “restoration is more difficult than protection”. 
o Remember our responsibility for stewardship- deliver the TMR as healthy or healthier than we 

found it. 
o Clean water has many benefits for people. 

• Consistently meet state Water Quality Standards, have a robust monitoring program to track this. 
• Interstate and inter-municipal cooperation to achieve water quality goals. 

o States, municipalities, and residents understand and acknowledge how we’re all connected 
through the watershed and the river. 

o Communities learn from and are inspired by each other. 
• Growth/development recognizes the vision for the river, recognizes healthy streams as community 

assets. 
o Adequate resources in place to do it right. 
o Idea of a stormwater utility. 

Climate Resilience/Flood Damage Prevention: 
• Climate Change makes restoration and hazard mitigation work more imperative. 

o Can’t control changes in temperature, precipitation etc. locally. 
o Have to work harder on the things we can influence. 

• Co-benefits: 
o Eliminating structures that exacerbate flooding in developed areas (e.g., NE Highway Garage in 

Millerton, undersized culverts), also improves water quality. 
o Green Infrastructure/restoring natural hydrology in developed areas reduces downstream flood 

heights in addition to cleaning polluted runoff. 
• NYS Climate Smart Communities (CSC) Program 

o “A remarkable Program” 
o Allows communities to think proactively, e.g., Road-Stream Crossing Management Planning 
o CSC participation and intermunicipal cooperation “puts us ahead of others”. 

 Sharing lessons, resources, knowledge 
o Provides residents with a structured way of engaging.  

 Specific, measurable actions and “earning points” that lead to higher level of 
certification makes people eager to participate. 
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Agriculture 
• Support regenerative practices while supporting farmers.

o Expand access to technical support.
o Develop assistance programs for grant writing.
o Support identifying funding sources.

• Education for Producers
o Resources for best management practices (e.g., nutrient-reducing buffers, fencing, no-till

methods).
o Support gear-sharing network for producers in the watershed.
o How do we support agribusiness needs?
o Shifts in production and associated land benefits (e.g., switch from dairy to beef).
o Riparian buffers mitigate erosion, reduce runoff (water quality and economic benefits)

 How can we make this more attractive to farmers? Specialty crops as a service (for
farmers who can’t use the land at water’s edge)? Marginal land preservation – funding?

• Education for Consumers
o Draw visitors into smaller/less known communities.

 On-farm signage for farm visitors
o Teach the community about the ecosystem services of the land.

 Product descriptions/background
• Build educational opportunities off of local attractions.

o E.g., Dust in Wind farm- right off rail trail
 Develop a master plan for education opportunities along Rail Trail.
 Recently preserved farmland along trail.

Natural Heritage 
• Marginal lands on agricultural parcels are preserved for unique and threatened species.
• Maintain and expand habitat connections.

o Stream connections to floodplain
o Core forest connections
o Address stream corridor fragmentation

• Education
o QR code tours→ low cost
o Clarify information about how we can maintain contiguous forest while supporting agricultural

production.
o Industrial/cultural history (iron furnaces, railroad etc) → host “rambles” (e.g., Hudson Valley

Ramble) & tours
 Guided interpretation (cultural & ecological)

Recreation 
• Overall

o Increased awareness of outdoor recreation opportunities, for fishing, wildlife watching, hiking,
etc.

o Increased access for outdoor recreation opportunities (e.g., cartop boating launch spots,
purchasing new properties, PFRs).

o Increased/continued collaboration among state agencies, municipalities, and conservation
organizations.

o Infrastructure and programmatic preparedness for potential increased visitor density/heavy use.
 Plan to manage user group conflicts.
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o Continued good relationships with landowners who allow access, to ensure the continuation of 
these partnerships. 

 As we promote access and stocking sites, make sure you work closely with landowners 
to minimize concerns about increased use or inappropriate use. 

• Fishing 
o Promote wild trout population. 
o Increase public access. 

 Catalog all public access sites on trout streams. 
 Collaborate with partners to increase Public Fishing Right (PFR) locations. 

o Increase awareness of access sites and stocking locations - can help reduce pressure on the 
most popular sites and disperse crowds (CT makes this data available to help anglers create a 
plan). 

 Be aware of potential for negative feedback. 
 In NY-fishermen are waiting at stocking points, so maybe this isn’t as necessary (?) 

• DEC is working on an app to highlight stocking locations and trout streams. 
 Collaborate with land trusts to promote fishing access. 

o Increased collaboration among NYS DEC and CT DEEP 
o More ADA accessible fishing access 

• Public access to natural resources 
o Increase awareness of outdoor recreation opportunities. 
o Improved outreach 
o Utilize marketing tools that already exist from private hunting clubs and DEC to promote hunting 

areas. 
• Paddling 

o Promote water trail opportunities that cross the state line - start in NY, end in CT 
o Increased promotion of access sites (put-ins and take-outs) in the upper watershed 
o Designate actual formal water trails (are there any?) 

• Wildlife/bird-watching 
o Should make sure these opportunities are highlighted (are they noted in the plan?) 

• Key thing: What is out there? And how can we better make that information available to the public? 
o Collaborate with the municipalities so they can prepare for use that is associated with increased 

promotion 
• Make a plan to prepare for the potential of increased visitor density - make sure they are still well-

maintained 
o Ensure access for all abilities - ADA accessible 
o Plan for user group conflicts - make sure all groups feel included, minimize conflict 
o Getting information out there, while making sure it’s not over run 
o Be aware of all uses, included the potential for group activities and picnicking 

 Ensure infrastructure to accommodate these uses 
o Better ability to redirect people to locations that are more appropriate for their desired use 

• Working with landowners who allow access (PFRs, etc.) 
o Make sure there is clear signage at sites to ensure the appropriate use that the landowner 

expects 
o Work on formalizing “informal” or “soft” access sites, wherever possible 

 Opportunity to reach out and reconnect with landowners 
• New Access/purchases 

o Continue to explore or pursue opportunities to add access. 
• Utilize GIS mapping tools and apps, DEC and DEEP collaboration on this. 
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Vision & Goals Survey Results 
In order to receive input on the elements that should be included in the Vision Statement 
and Goals for the Ten Mile River watershed from as many Collaborative members as 
possible, a survey circulated in March 2021. The survey received responses from 23 
participants from across the Watershed. The following is the numerical breakdown of how 
the elements were prioritized along with all additional ideas that were submitted. 
 
Water Quality  

• 87%- Maintenance and improvement of water quality for the benefit of humans, fish, 
other wildlife, and ecosystems 

• 78.3%- Encouragement of mutually beneficial, intermunicipal collaboration and 
knowledge sharing 

• 73.9%- Improvement of community understanding and connection to waterways. 
• 65.2%- Regular water quality monitoring throughout the watershed to track health. 
• 52.2%- Building of public education programs (youth, community, visitors, etc). 
• 43.5%- Emphasis on the interstate nature of the Watershed and how each state 

contributes to the overall quality of the water. 
• Other: 

o Encourage community connectivity to farms within the watershed for a shared 
responsibility for economic health of farming leading to ecological health. 

o I think that 'improvement of community understanding and connection' should be 
foundational to public education programs, or at least that these two items are 
viewed as highly interrelated. 

o Enhancement of recreational opportunities associated with waterways 
o Cross topic collaborations. art and science, etc 

 
Climate Resilience & Flood-Damage Prevention 

• 91.3%- Intervention and mitigation wherever and whenever possible (e.g. upsizing of 
culverts and bridges for the ability to pass larger flows, and installation of Green 
Infrastructure practices). 

• 78.3%- Promote and encourage the reconnection of floodplains to streams wherever 
possible. 

• 78.3%- Restoration of stream buffers. Use as an opportunity to plan for healthy 
canopy cover in the future. 

• 65.2%- Building of community education programs. 
• 47.8%- Proactive hazard mitigation planning at the municipal level. 
• 47.8%- Supporting community and municipal access to resources. 
• 43.5%- Encouraging intermunicipal support in Climate Smart Community certification 

process - work toward greater goals together. 
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• Other: 
o Maybe add similar statement about Sustainable CT (equivalent of NY Climate 

Smart Community?) 
o Education on LID and its applicability on home grounds, farms, developments 

and municipalities 
o I think education is primary for students and residents b/c all else rises from 

knowing what a resilient yet precarious resource we have and need to protect. 
Also, remediation to address where our predeceasors were less informed or short-
sighted needs to take priority at this time. 

o Respect for all communities 
o Inter-community engagement with an agricultural carbon credit organization to 

obtain compensation for good practices 
o Planning according to most current (and future) climate projections for our area 

 
Agriculture  

• 82.6%- Supporting regenerative practices while supporting farmers. 
• 60.9%- Exploring creative approaches to riparian buffer restoration. For example: 

could the land be used for specialty crops? Could the land be rented out to other 
farmers who would like to work with riparian species? 

• 56.5%- Assessing how the production of certain goods impacts the land, and making 
necessary adjustments. 

• 52.2%- Supporting a gear-sharing network for producers. 
• 47.8%- Creation of a Master Plan for education opportunities. 
• 39.1%- Promotion and building of agribusiness. 
• Other: 

o I don't necessarily disagree with the item I didn't check but I think it needs more 
description because I'm not entirely sure what it means ... eg. - how does 
promoting/building agribusiness have positive impacts on watershed natural 
resource values? Actually, for that matter, more description may also be needed 
for "gear-sharing network" ... I know what that means in CT, so I checked the box 
(eg. - machinery to promote more sustainable practices that protect the land, etc.) 
However, that may not be apparent to others. 

o Promote adoption of perennial agriculture, agroforestry and silvopasture, 
o Marketing our farms and farm itineraries; working with Dutchess Land 

Conservancy to help farmers understand the benefits and drawbacks of selling 
PDRs 

o Direct outreach to producers, recommendations and bi-lateral solutions 
o I think we need to "make up time" for not having promoted agribusiness more 

assertively to date. I think farmers producers are still feeling disconnected and 
while they have tried to create network (Harlem Valley Food Alliance), they need 
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intermunicipal support and assistance with connection to county/state economic 
resources. 

o Inter-community engagement with a agricultural carbon credit organization to 
obtain compensation for good practices 
 

Natural Heritage  

• 91.3%- Supporting forest connections while supporting landowners - identify ways to 
make mutually beneficial. 

• 87%- Promoting the reconnection of habitats by creating protected terrestrial linkages 
and removing barriers to aquatic organism passage. 

• 69.6%- Utilizing local attractions as "outdoor classrooms" (e.g. Harlem Valley Rail 
Trail, Appalachian Trail, Farm Markets, etc). 

• 69.6%- Protection of agricultural land margins for the conservation of unique and 
threatened species. 

• 65.2%- Building educational community events that will foster excitement in learning 
(e.g. QR Code tours, community rambles/ bioblitz, etc). 

• Other: 
o Target resources to worst problems and most important issues and locations; strict 

prioritization of labor and resources. 
o combine habitat buffer strips riparian protection; employ multifunctionality in all 

aspects of farming and land management 
o Outreach to a broader audience including NYC 
o Many of these require experts to implement and we are residents and individual 

municipalities.  If each community could accentuate a unique feature of natural 
heritage or biodiversity and then get help from the TMR Watershed Collaborative 
to build educational events, we could interest residents and attract visitors alike to 
see the watershed as a ecosystem instead of a series of assets. 

o Remaining focused on water protection 
o Inter-community engagement with an open space carbon credit organization to 

obtain compensation for good practices 
 

Recreation Enhancement 

• 91.3%- Building stronger collaboration among state agencies, municipalities, and 
conservation organizations. 

• 82.6%- Increasing awareness of existing opportunities for fishing, wildlife watching, 
hiking, etc. 

• 73.9%- Increasing public access for outdoor recreation opportunities (e.g. cartop 
boating launch locations, identifying key parcels, etc). 

• 73.9%- Establishing and growing strong partnerships with landowners - be supportive 
of landowner concerns. 
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• 56.5%- Ensuring that outdoor spaces are ADA accessible. 
• 47.8%- Creating a Master Plan for infrastructure and programmatic preparedness for 

increases in visitor density. 
• Other: 

o Add federal agencies to third item above ... Also, build in Environmental Equity 
and Justice piece, so all feel welcome and safe to enjoy recreational opportunities. 

o ADA where appropriate; easements for public access 
o Get maps of town-owned properties like the waterfront parcel in Dover; work 

with Planning & Development to advocate on behalf of potential owners of 
commercial, residential, lodging and retail owners to upgrade water & wastewater 
systems using sustainable alternatives to expensive infrastructure as currently 
mandated by the Dutchess County BOH. 

o All our communities need direct access to the water.  Right now, only intrepid 
naturalists can kayak, canoe, fish, hike (except for Stone Church which is a "nice" 
hike).  On the NYS side, we really can't get close to the water on public land 
except for a few places.  I have never put my foot in the TMR b/c it has been 
more often a source of fear (from episodes of terrible flooding) than a source of 
recreation.  My thought of "access" is not boutique experiences but something 
like Kent Falls where you can sit at the water's edge and enjoy it. 

o Ensuring that recreational opportunities do no harm 
o Facilitate linkages between Rail and key recreational areas 
o I would just say making sure that there is a variety of ADA accessible outdoor 

spaces, but clarify not making ALL outdoor spaces ADA accessible, as that is 
different...and involves increase cost, planning, infrastructure and increased 
impact on sensitive natural lands. 
 

Other Thoughts 

• Emphasize protecting the best of what we still have. 
• Most of the items related to the Vision Statement and Goals listed above apply to the 

entire watershed in both NY and CT.  However, if mentioning a particular program, etc. 
that only applies to one state, please clarify which state and/or identify equivalent 
program, etc. in other state.  The example, that comes to mind above has to do with NY's 
Climate Smart Communities ... and (equivalent?) CT's SustainableCT programs.   

• Agricultural best management practices must include perennial agriculture as one of the 
most effective ways of reducing tillage 

• Vision statement should emphasize benefits to all, especially land owners. Goals: since 
most of the land in the watershed is private, if we want private landowners to make 
changes need to have their trust and cooperation. Giving them hard data on why they 
should change will be important. 

• Thanks very much and we so appreciate your time and expertise helping our beloved 
watershed! 
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• Most of those participating will not bear the burden of the threats 
• Flood resiliency should be emphasized, given Wassaic's propensity to flood. 
• To complement the development ideas, a program to mitigate potential impact, e.g., 

education, enhanced facilities, "check in/out" system, etc. 
• I think the importance of the Watershed and our streams (Webatuck, Ten Mile River) to 

economic development cannot be overstated.  People will be more attracted to Towns that 
have these natural assets (as well as a Rail Trail) than to Towns that do not.  We should 
use this aspect to our advantage, and to help build support for protecting the Watershed. 
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Name

When it comes to water quality, which ideas 
would you like to see represented in the 
Plan's Vision Statement and Goals? Select 
all that apply!

Which ideas do you believe would make 
our Watershed most resilient to climate 
change? Select all that apply!

Which of the thoughts below describe how 
you imagine supporting agricultural 
practices well into the future? Select all 
that apply!

How do you believe we can protect the 
natural heritage and biodiversity of the 
Watershed? Select all that apply!

How can we promote and enhance 
recreation in the Watershed? Select all 
that apply!

Any other thoughts/questions/concerns about what should 
be included in the Vision Statement and Goals of the Ten 
Mile River Watershed Management Plan?

pat crisci

Michael Humphreys

Target resources to worst problems and 
most important issues and locations; strict 
prioritization of labor and resources. Emphasize protecting the best of what we still have.

Susan C. Peterson

Maybe add similar statement about 
SustainableCT (equivalent of NY Climate 
Smart Community?)

I don't necessarily disagree with the item I 
didn't check but I think it needs more 
description because I'm not entirely sure 
what it means ... eg. - how does 
promoting/building agribusiness have 
positive impacts on watershed natural 
resource values? Actually, for that matter, 
more description may also be needed for 
"gear-sharing network" ... I know what that 
means in CT, so I checked the box (eg. - 
machinery to promote more sustainable 
practices that protect the land, etc.) 
However, that may not be apparent to 
others.

Add federal agencies to third item above 
... Also, build in Environmental Equity and 
Justice piece, so all feel welcome and 
safe to enjoy recreational opportunities.

Most of the items related to the Vision Statement and 
Goals listed above apply to the entire watershed in both 
NY and CT.  However, if mentioning a particular program, 
etc. that only applies to one state, please clarify which 
state and/or identify equivalent program, etc. in other state.  
The example, that comes to mind above has to do with 
NY's Climate Smart Communities ... and (equivalent?) CT's 
SustainableCT programs.  

Kathy Chow I Don't know enough to judge

Cynthia M 
Rabinowitz

encourage community connectivity to farms 
within the watershed for a shared 
responsibility for economic health of farming 
leading to ecological health.

education on LID and its applicability on 
home grounds, farms, developments and 
municipalities

Promote adoption of perennial agriculture, 
agroforestry and silvopasture,

combine habitat buffer strips riparian 
protection; employ multifunctionality in all 
aspects of farming and land management

ADA where appropriate; easements for 
public access

Agricultural best management practices must include 
perennial agriculture as one of the most effective ways of 
reducing tillage

Stancy DuHamel

Marketing our farms and farm itineraries; 
working with Dutchess Land Conservancy 
to help farmers understand the benefits 
and drawbacks of selling PDRs

Outreach to a broader audience including 
NYC

Get maps of town-owned properties like 
the waterfront parcel in Dover; work with 
Planning & Development to advocate on 
behalf of potential owners of commercial, 
residential, lodging and retail owners to 
upgrade water & wastewater systems 
using sustainable alternatives to 
expensive infrastructure as currently 
mandated by the Dutchess County BOH.

Don Jiskra
Direct outreach to producers, 
recommendations and bi-lateral solutions

Vision statement should emphasize benefits to all, 
especially land owners. Goals: since most of the land in 
the watershed is private, if we want private landowners to 
make changes need to have their trust and cooperation. 
Giving them hard data on why they should change will be 
important.

Katie Palmer-
House

they all are great so I chose ones that I think 
may encompass and include some of the 
others listed

I think education is primary for students and 
residents b/c all else rises from knowing 
what a resilient yet precarious resource we 
have and need to protect. Also, remediation 
to address where our predeceasors were 
less informed or short-sighted needs to 
take priority at this time.

I think we need to "make up time" for not 
having promoted agribusiness more 
assertively to date. I think farmers 
producers are still feeling disconnected 
and while they have tried to create network 
(Harlem Valley Food Alliance), they need 
intermunicipal support and assistance with 
connection to county/state economic 
resources.

Many of these require experts to implement 
and we are residents and individual 
municipalities.  If each community could 
accentuate a unique feature of natural 
heritage or biodiversity and then get help 
from the TMR Watershed Collaborative to 
build educational events, we could interest 
residents and attract visitors alike to see the 
watershed as a ecosystem instead of a 
series of assets.

All our communities need direct access to 
the water.  Right now, only intrepid 
naturalists can kayak, canoe, fish, hike 
(except for Stone Church which is a "nice" 
hike).  On the NYS side, we really can't 
get close to the water on public land 
except for a few places.  I have never put 
my foot in the TMR b/c it has been more 
often a source of fear (from episodes of 
terrible flooding) than a source of 
recreation.  My thought of "access" is not 
boutique experiences but something like 
Kent Falls where you can sit at the 
water's edge and enjoy it.

Thanks very much and we so appreciate your time and 
expertise helping our beloved watershed!

Sibyll Gilbert Respect for all communities Remaining focused on water protection
Ensuring that recreational opportunities 
do no harm

Most of those participating will not bear the burden of the 
threats 

Sarah Ammirato
Richard Yeno

Zachary Kapple

I think that 'improvement of community 
understanding and connection' should be 
foundational to public education programs, or 
at least that these two items are viewed as 
highly interrelated.

Curtis Rand
Janet Pickering
Bob Adams

Vicki Doyle
Flood resiliency should be emphasized, given Wassaic's 
propensity to flood. 

D. Evan van Hook
Enhancement of recreational opportunities 
associated with waterways

Inter-community engagement with a 
agricultural carbon credit organization to 
obtain compensation for good practices

Inter-community engagement with a 
agricultural carbon credit organization to 
obtain compensation for good practices

Inter-community engagement with an open 
space carbon credit organization to obtain 
compensation for good practices

facilitate linkages between Rail and key 
recreational areas

To complement the development ideas, a program to 
mitigate potential impact, e.g., education, enhanced 
facilities, "check in/out" system, etc.

Chris Kennan

I think the importance of the Watershed and our streams 
(Webatuck, Ten Mile River) to economic development 
cannot be overstated.  People will be more attracted to 
Towns that have these natural assets (as well as a Rail 
Trail) than to Towns that do not.  We should use this 
aspect to our advantage, and to help build support for 
protecting the Watershed.

Brian Scoralick
Becky Thornton
Maria Grace

Michelle Gluck
cross topic collaborations. art and science, 
etc

planning according to most current (and 
future) climate projections for our area

I would just say making sure that there is 
a variety of ADA accessible outdoor 
spaces, but clarify not making ALL 
outdoor spaces ADA accessible, as that 
is different...and involves increase cost, 
planning, infrastructure and increased 
impact on sensitive natural lands.

Laurie Wallace
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Collaborative Review of draft Vision Statement & Goals 
via Zoom 
Friday, April 9, 2021; 2:00 - 3:30 PM 
Collaborative members came together for the initial review of the draft Vision Statement and 
Goals for the Ten Mile River watershed. A brief overview of the Vision & Goals survey was 
followed by a robust group discussion on the Draft. All comments and suggested revisions are 
tracked in this document: labeled “AC”, and dated Friday, April 9th, and Monday, April 12th.  
Attendees 
Chris Kennan (North East, Supervisor), Kathy Chow (North East, CAC), Katie Palmer-House (Dover, Clerk), 
Janet Pickering (Dover, CAC), Evan Van Hook (Dover, CAC), Vicki Doyle (Amenia, CAC), Laurie Wallace 
(FroGS), Erin Hoagland (Dutchess Land Conservancy), Brad Barclay (DC Planning), Michelle Gluck 
(Dutchess County CCE), Sarah Ammirato (Northwest Conservation District), Bob Adams (NYSDEC 
Fisheries), Mike Humphreys (CT DEEP Fisheries), Zachary Kapple (Harlem Valley Homestead), Mike 
Jastremski (HVA), Amanda Cabanillas (HVA) 
 
Vision Statement 
The Ten Mile River watershed remains a basin rich with healthy waters, unique habitats, and diverse 
species in the face of a changing climate. Waterways and waterbodies are an integral part of Watershed 
communities, and provide inspiration, instill a sense of connection, and foster a desire to learn about 
and protect the natural world. Open spaces are preserved, enhanced, and expanded to be sustainably 
accessed by all Watershed residents, and visitors alike. Outdoor recreation and agricultural production 
are recognized as pillars of the local economy, and healthy land and water is understood to be essential 
to these economic sectors. Municipalities, conservation organizations, and other partners work 
collaboratively to: 

• Protect and improve the quality of water resources. 
• Proactively implement climate change mitigation measures to enhance the resiliency of 

Watershed communities. 
• Support agricultural producers in their efforts to protect the integrity of the surrounding 

ecosystems, while preserving and enhancing their quality of life and livelihood. 
• Conserve and restore habitats for species of conservation concern. 
• Leverage the outstanding natural heritage of the Watershed for economic development and 

balance economic growth with the conservation of natural resources. 
• Ensure that all feel safe and welcome in outdoor spaces regardless of race, ethnicity, gender 

identity, age, or ability.  
Goals 

The Ten Mile River Collaborative has identified five key focus areas for the management of the Ten Mile 
River watershed. Each of these focus areas has related goals that will guide our work toward realizing 
our vision. The focus areas and their associated goals are outlined below.  

• Water Quality  
o Monitor, maintain, and improve water quality of the Ten Mile River and all tributaries to 

ensure Water Quality Standards are met.  
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A C
Comments�Katie Palmer House: Could the vision statement be framed in the voice of the Collaborative? Very important publication. Having the voice of the collab could give it more gravitas/authority�Brad Barclay: Giving the statement the Collaborative voice could make it difficult to get adopted by town boards

A C
Comments�Mike Humphreys: Specifically mention importance of wq to fish and macros – biota�Laurie Wallace (response to Mike H suggestion): Is above too specific?�Brad Barclay: Quick mention of how diversity & quantity of smaller parts of food chain are indicators of overall wq

A C
Comment�Mike Humphreys: Should include statement about aquatic biota here, because do not want to underrepresent importance of ecological health

A C
Bob Adams suggested revision: “Monitor, maintain, and improve water quality of the Ten Mile river and all tributaries to support the diverse aquatic biota and ensure Water Quality Standards are met.”



o Improve community understanding of, and connection to, waterways. 
▪ Emphasize co-benefits of water protection efforts: safe drinking water, 

protection from flood damage, improvement of ecological productivity of 
forests, and the potential for growth in recreation. 

 Support residents in adopting property management practices that protect 
water quality. 

 Engage Watershed youth in activities related to conservation and environmental 
stewardship. 

o Support adoption of water quality protection policies and programs at the municipal 
level.  

o Encourage proactive intermunicipal water quality protection planning and program 
development.  
 

● Climate Resilience & Flood Damage Prevention 
o Reconnect streams to floodplains wherever possible. 
o Restore riparian buffers - plan for future healthy canopy cover and carbon storing. 
o Identify channel constrictions (e.g. undersized bridges and culverts) and mitigate flood 

risk using future precipitation projections to help guide replacement strategies.  
o Protect and enhance in-stream habitat for climate sensitive species. 
o Educate community members on benefits of Green Infrastructure and Low Impact 

Designs.  
o Encourage and support intermunicipal collaboration and knowledge sharing in planning 

for future hazard mitigation and climate program participation. 
 

• Agriculture 
o Support sustainable practices while supporting farmers through direct outreach. 

 Encourage the implementation of farm-based conservation plans that address 
natural resource concerns and keep productive agricultural land in use. 

o Explore creative and flexible approaches to on-farm riparian buffer restoration. 
o Establish knowledge and equipment sharing networks for Watershed producers. 
o Increase access to technical support and grant writing expertise. 
o Promote integrated agroforestry and silvopasture, and the continued use of cover crops. 
o Build educational and promotional opportunities off of local attractions.  

 Create opportunities for on-farm agritourism and the promotion of local 
agriculture.   
 

• Natural Heritage 
o Support preservation and expansion of aquatic and terrestrial habitat connections. 

 Remove barriers to fish and wildlife passage.   
 Identify ways to make these efforts beneficial for landowners and the greater 

Watershed community. 
o Utilize local attractions as outdoor classrooms for learning about local habitats and 

ecosystems.   
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A C
Comment�Brad Barclay: Add educating on indicator species

A C
Bob Adams suggested addition (to resolve above concerns): “Improve community understanding of the importance of maintaining health of freshwater resources and ecosystems for ALL living entities, including people, fish and biota.”

A C
Suggestion�Evan Van Hook: Look into potentially establishing carbon credit program = funds for our work. A way to quantify carbon sequestration that results from collaborative efforts

A C
Suggestion�Brad Barclay: Add bullet on building support for existing ag district program and ag & markets – the programs themselves!

A C
Comments �Kathy Chow: Many ag lands owned by non-farming landowners. How can we make buffers more attractive?�Sarah Ammirato: Could promote and frame buffers as pollinator gardens�Brad Barclay: Create/gather more anecdotal stories about/reasons for installing buffers Janet Pickering: Identify lands that have successfully installed buffers as exampleErin Hoagland: Increase access to tech support and info sharing between farmers

A C
Comment�Sarah Ammirato: Make more general – “tech support & other funding opportunities” 

A C
Comments�Mike Humphreys & Sarah Ammirato: Include term “Best Management Practices”�Brad Barclay: Educate farmers on benefits of BMPs�Erin Hoagland: “educate on opportunities to implement BMPs” give them opportunity to understand �Michelle Gluck: Explore words that “meet at same level”: support, promote, etc instead of “educate”�Kathy Chow: Assist farmers in making transitions. How can these be made economically viable?

A C
Comments�Kathy Chow: Add no- or low- till �Sarah Ammirato: Could keep more general with “soil erosion control”

A C
Suggestion�Kathy Chow: Increase mapping efforts to build awareness of existing connections

A C
Comment�Brad Barclay: Use term “biodiversity”. Promoting existing NRIs. Educate on presence of significant, rare plant & animal communities �

A C
Suggested Addition�Bob Adams: “Encourage and promote biodiversity inventories in the Watershed and educate the communities about significant plant and animal populations”?



o Plan community events that celebrate and raise awareness of our cherished natural 
resources. 
 

• Recreation Enhancement & Promotion 
o Ensure that all feel safe and welcome in outdoor spaces regardless of race, ethnicity, 

gender identity, age, or ability.  
o Build strong collaboration between federal and state agencies, municipalities, and 

conservation organizations for planning recreation enhancement and promotion. 
o Increase awareness of existing opportunities for fishing, wildlife watching, hiking, 

boating, etc.  
o Foster strong partnerships with landowners to encourage public access - be supportive 

of landowner concerns. 
o Create new opportunities to recreate outdoors and ensure connectivity between 

outdoor spaces (e.g. trail linkages). 
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A C
Suggested Addition�Mike Humphreys: Include implementation of plans that protect against overuse especially in sensitive areas�Michelle Gluck: How the above can be achieved: job creation? 

A C
Suggested Addition�Zach Kapple: Implementing programs that inform the public on sensitive/overused areas. Monitor these areas and track impacts of recreation

A C
Suggested Addition�Kathy Chow: Educate on how recreational activities can lead to introduction of invasives

A C
Group Suggestion: Include “sustainable rec”

A C
Comment�Janet Pickering: Expand to include rigorous planning to protect open spaces

A C
Suggested Revision�Bob Adams: “Build strong collaboration between federal and state agencies, municipalities, and conservation organizations for planning safe, sustainable recreation opportunities.”

A C
Comment�Zach Kapple: Open info sharing on impacts of recreation

A C
Comment�Brad Barclay: Mention existing trails.�Could combine with third bullet and elaborate 




